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JUVENILE WELFARE BOAIID OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of June 8, 1995
9:00 LDl.
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AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER
A.
Approve agenda for June 8,1994 regular meeting. ~~ ~....l
B.
Approve minutes for May 11, 1995 regular meeting. fl'la...L, .{)
ACilONITEMS
A.
Banking Contract Award
~)
B.
Stepping Stone - OASIS•
~
C.
Neighborhood Family Center Contract AwardsD.
Camp Anytown ~ l ~
E.
Youth Involvement ? ~
\'\\. s ·<F.
Accelerated "J;'ime Une- Youth Development Staffing ~

-u,

/

rv.

~-

PRESENTATION
Fiscal Year 1995-96 Budg~
A. LEG.t<;t...ATLVE .:::.utH1AR Y
INFORMATION ITEMS
vA Neighborhood Family Center Report
VS. Total Family Strategy Evaluation
vC.
Healthy Families Pinellas Evaluation ·
/o. Personnel Report for May ,-..~ •.o6 ,J( ' (T,;..._
v-E.
Financial Report for Mayt/'F.
Site visit Schedule and Summaries
vC.
Training Center Report
vf{.
Media Items

"7"--<tt!.

A~k.•J..r

-'i"~" 1f"? llvC"
mA<.-s .... 1
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OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County dtizens. Requests
for specific funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda portion of the Board
meeting.
ADJOURNMENT

ll >z:v
June 22, 5:30 p.m. - Budget Workshop
July 1 - Financial Discl()SUI'E Forms Due
July 13, 9:00 a.m. - Regularly scheduled JWB Meeting
September 11, 5:30 p.m. - 1st TRIM Hearing
.
September 21, 5:30 - Final TRIM Hearing

Prior to addressingJthe Board, we would appreciate your stating your name, the name of the
organization you represent (if appropriate) and your address for the record.
•Materials to be distributed at meeting.
DONNA J . McRAE, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
R~ar .Meeting of May 11, 1995
MINUTES

Present

Donna McRae, Chair; Martha Maddux, Vice Chair; Thomas R Moriarty,
Secretary; Commissioner Sallie Parks; Judge Dee Anna Farnell; Judge
Frank Quesada; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Frank B. Diamond, Jr., MD.;
James E. Mills, Executive Director; Amy Daly, Executive Assistant

Absent

Myrtle Smith-carroll

Ms. McRae called the meeting to order at 9:07 a.m.

Motion:
Approve
Agenda
Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the agenda of the May 11, 1995 regular
meeting.

Mr. Moriarty moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried urianimously to approve the minutes of the April 13, 1995
regular meeting.

Following comments and questions from the Board to staff and Ms. Linda Hogans,
Executive Director, Mt Zion Human Services, a motion was made.
Motion:
Project
P.A.I.RS.

Dr. Hinesley moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve budgeting up to $61,070 one-time-only (subject
to the TRIM process) for Mt. Zion Human Services, Inc. to implement a
one-time-only youth development project during FISCal Year 1995-96.
Fiscal Impact: For Fiscal Year 1995-96,$61,070 will be budgeted in
Transitional Funds-Allocated.
Dr. Hinesley indicated he would be sending materials on a mentoring
program to Mr. Mills for distribution to the Board

Motion:
Bldg.
Sale

Ms. Maddux moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
Youth Dev. unanimously to authorize staff to begin implementation of the
Plan
recommended time line for Youth Development Activities and to adopt
the Youth Development Guidelines delineated in the report "Building
Bridges with/for Young Adolescents."

Motion:

c

Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. Maddux seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve sale of the JWB Building, 4140 49th
Street North, and development of a marketing plan for disposal of the
building by auction or sealed bid.

FISCal Impact The recommended time line includes developing a
Request for Proposals for after-school and weekend programs for youth
who are between 1Q-15 years of age. If the Board approves staff's
recommendation, $103,000 in the category of Substance Abuse
Treatment and $108,150 from Early Intervention will be used for Youth
Development Programming during the next fiscal year.
Board members asked that staff return next month with staff and
resource proposals to speed the implementation activities.
Motion:
Intergen.
Prog.Fund.

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to allow the One Year Intergenerational Programs
the opportunity to re-apply for Fiscal Year 1995-961ntergenerational
funding, at a reduced level (up to 50 percent of their previous year's
funding). Funding would be contingent upon being selected as a
successful applicant of the Fiscal Year 1995-96 Request for Proposals
process for lntergenerational Programs.

Motion:
Dr. Hinesley moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
TRIM Dates unanimously to select Monday, September 11, 1995 as the first hearing
to adopt the proposed budget and millage, and Thursday, September 21,
1995 as the final hearing to adopt the proposed final millage and
budget.
Dr. Hinesley moved and Dr. Diamond seconded a motion which carried
Motion:
CYDFunds unanimously to authorize the receipt of up to $2,800 from the Center of
Youth Development and Policy Research to implement the "Advancing
Youth Development" curriculum in Pinellas County and to increase the
JWB Administration Budget, Training Center, for Fiscal year 1994-95 by
up to $2800.
FIScal Impact: The Fiscal Year 1994-95 JWB Administration, Training
Center budget will be increased by $2800 from $443,682 to $446,482.
Information items included a Legislative Update from Ms. Elithia Stanfield. The
Board thanked Ms. Stanfield for her work. Additional information items included;
Personnel and Financial Reports for April; Site Visit Schedule and Summaries;
Training Center Report and Media Items.
Adjourn:

Mr. Moriarty moved and Commissioner seconded a motion to adjourn
at 10:43 a.m.
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Item II.A.
Regular Meeting 06/08/95

Action

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

........ E....... EDcutiYe Dlrecto!:Y\
Stephanie W. Judd, Director of~ & Finance<?"'

v

.,

~A

\)

Requested Action
The Board is requested to contract with a banking institution, AmSouth Bank,
which is designated by the State of Florida as a qualified depository of public
funds, to provide banking services for the Juvenile Welfare Board beginning
October 1, 1995 for a period not to exceed three years.

Options

c

1. Award the Banking Services contract to AmSouth Bank, a banking institution
which is designated by the State of Florida as a qualified depository of public
funds, to provide banking needs for the Juvenile Wel~are Board beginning
October 1, 1995 for a period not to exceed three years.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
Retain the Amsouth Bank as the Banking Depository for JWB
funds beginning October 1, 1995 for a period of up to three (3)
years.

source of JWB Funds
JWB Administration Budget, Finance & Operations.

Fiscal Impact

c

The Proposed F/Y 1995-96 JWB Administration budget, Finance & Operations,
inciudes an allocation for bank charges.

.
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Narrative
On April 3, 1995, a Request for Proposal for Banking and Investment Services
was issued in acordance with JWB policy. Six institutions submitted responses
for JWB consideration on May 3, 1995. They include the following:
AmSouth Bank
First Union National Bank
NationsBank
Barnett Bank
HGK Asset Management*
SunTrust Bank
(*HGK is an investment firm for the School Board and submitted their proposal
as an option for surplus investment by JWB and not for Banking services.)
Selection criteria for evaluating proposals included: 1 ) legal and other
qualifications have been met; 2) completeness of proposal; 3) financial strength
among peer group averages; 4) availability of services within the RFP; and
5) least total cost to JWB. The results are as follows:
AmSouth
LEGAL AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS MET
6
Proposai!Bidding Form (6 Parts)
COMPLETENESS
6 items required were submitted

Barnett

6

First Union

HGK

6

6

6

4

0

o•

o•

STABILITY
Ratios comparable to peers
(Yes•1 ; No•O; •·info not supplied)

Nations

Suntrust

6

6

4

6

o•

AVAILABILITY
Branch eccessibility (Yes • 1; No • 0)

All proposals from qualified public depositories that passed the completeness
test, financial strength test and could provide a satisfactory service level were
then ranked based upon least total cost (defined lowest combination of
projected monthly service costs, highest earning rates, and required
compensating balance) to JWB. The institutions in contention at this point were
AmSouth Bank, Barnett Bank, and Suntrust Bank.
LEAST TOTAL COST
Projected monthly service costs
Exceptions listed in cost derivation
Eemings Rates (For March)
Repurch .Agreem.(Fed.funds·basis pts)
Disability Money Market Account
$500,000 Investment
$1,000,000 Investment
Required Compensating Balance

AmSouth

Barnett

Suntrust

$371.11
3

$506.47
6+

$694.50
5+

5.799%
3.5%

5.7681%
2.71%

5.73%
5.73%
5.73%
5.73%
$140, 594.58

$87,098.22

$114,634.42

For banking services, AmSouth Bank ranks the best in regards to least total
cost. For investment services, none of the proposals could match the State
Investment Pool March rate of 5.87%, therefore JWB will retain the investment
it currently has with the State Investment Pool.
Staff Resource Persons: Sue Walterick, Stephanie Judd,and Cassandra Williams

'

I

'
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Item II.B.
Regular Meeting 6/08/95

Action
TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members
.

FROM:

\
j

James E. Mills, Executive Dlracto~
--A~
Stephanie w. Judd, Director Prosira"; and Finan~- '-.)

Program u.p~-D~atiiii.Xe.._:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JWB staff scheduled a site visit of the Stepping Stone - Oasis Program, to review
a reported cash flow problem due to IRS problems.
The site visit was held on March 10, 13, 17, and 20, 1995. An exit conference
was held on April 12, 1995. The site visit report was hand delivered on April 26,
1995. As a result of the site visit, 43 fiscal issues and two programmatic issues
were cited. The Agency was given 20 working days to respond to the site visit
findings. However, because of the seriousness of the findings, Mr. Mills wrote a
follow-up letter dated May 4, 1995, requesting that the agency respond to fourteen
(14) specific issues, and provide an up-date on two others by May 9, 1995.
The JWB Board was advised of this situation in a memorandum from Mr. Mills on
May 4, 1995.
Also on May 4, 1995, JWB staff met with the Stepping Stone Executive Director,
Administrator, their auditor, and Acting Board Chairman to discuss the findings of
their annual audit which were consistent with the JWB site visit report.
The Agency provided a response to Mr. Mills' letter on May 8, 1995, however
some of the answers received were inadequate or incomplete.
On May 22, 1995, a meeting was held between JWB staff and Stepping Stone
staff, legal counsel, auditor and Acting Board Chairman. The Agency requested
to surrender their JWB contract. The JWB Board was notified of the results of this
meeting in a memorandum dated May 24, 1995. JWB staff advised Stepping
Stone of their fiscal responsibilities including the repayment of a JWB advance,
the IRS debt and other liabilities. Stepping Stone was also advised that a
close-out audit would be required by JWB.
On June 5, 1995, a second meeting was held at JWB between JWB staff,
Stepping Stone staff, Auditor and Acting Board Chairman to bring closure to the
Stepping Stone and JWB Agreement. SteppinQ Stone confirmed that the
University of South Florida would join with him 1n pursuinQ continuing the program
under University administration. (JWB, when initially adv1sed of the new
possibility of continuing the program under University auspices, had advised Mr.
Martin that for such a proposal to be considered, it would be necessary to submit
a program plan, budget, confirmation of the availability of the teacher and a formal
letter of commitment from the University in time for the June Board meeting.) Dr.
Bill Heller, Campus Executive Officer and Dean- St. Petersburg Campus, reports
having contacted Dr. Hinesley and receiving assurance that a teacher would
continue to be assigned to the prcigram if the university took over. JWB staff met
with Dr. Heller and staff on June 6, 1995 to provide technical assistance in the
preparation of a budget and program materials.

The current Stepping Stones corporation continues to express their desire to
terminate the contract and dissolve the corporation. This issue is separate from
the question of operation of the program under different auspices. Pending
negotiations with the IRS, Stepping Stones is reluctant to set firm termination and
dissolution dates. All programs will cease by June 30th and plans for shutdown of
the agency are underway. JWB has recovered $5,100 of its advance from the
May reimbUrsement and will complete recovery from the June reimbursement.

At this point, the Stepping Stone-Oasis program has been removed from the FY
1995-96 budget based upon prior indications from the Executive Director of the
program of the agency's wish to terminate the current contract prior to the end of
this contract year and his disinterest in continuing the program under other
administrative auspices. Staff proposes to review the recent proposal and
prepare a recommendation for the Budget Workshop.
RECOMMENDATION:
Due to the unusual status and timing, accept the Stepping Stones, USF proposal
for inclusion in the 1995/96 budget for review and recommendation at the June 22
workshop.
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Action

Item II.C.
Regular Meeting 6/8/95

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
,___ }JAy
H. Browning Spence, DI1'8Ctor, ec:fl.unlty Serv~

•

DI1'8Ct&ll~

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board released a Request for Proposals for implementation
of Neighborhood Family Centers on February 7, 1995. Proposals were due on
April17, 1995. The Board is requested to approve funding for Neighborhood
Family Centers.

Options
1. Authorize funding as requested for three neighborhood family centers for a
total of up to $72,240 for three months of FY 1994-95 and up to $269,692 (subject
to the TRIM Process) for fiscal year 1995-96 as follows:
Fiscal Year 1994-95 (3 months):
Operation PAR
Community Service Foundation
Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center

up to
up to

$ 31 ,231
$ 9,777

up to

$31,232

TOTAL

up to

$ 72,240

Fiscal Year 1995-96: (Subject to the TRIM Process)
Operation PAR
Community Service Foundation
Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center

up to
up to

$106,604
$38,228

up to

$124,860

TOTAL

up to

$269,692

2. Authorize funding of four Neighborhood Family Centers for a total of up to
$90,589 for three months of fiscal year 1994-95, and up to $337,783 (subject to
the TRIM process) for fiscal year 1995-96, as follows:
Fiscal Year 1994-95 (3 months):

c

Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center
Community Service Foundation
Friends of the Deaf Service Center
Operation PAR
TOTAL
1

up to

$31,232

up to
.up to
up to

$ 9,777
$21,993
$27,587

up to

$ 90,589

Fiscal Year 1995-96 (12 months):
Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center
Community Service Foundation
Friends of the Deaf Service Center
Operation PAR

up to

$124,860

up to
up to
upto

$ 38,228
$ 79,776
$94,919

TOTAL

up to

$337,783

3. Do not fund any Neighborhood Family Centers at this time.
4. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
2. Authorize funding of four Neig_hborhood Family Centers for a total
of up to $90,589 for 3 months of Fiscal Year 1994-95, and up to
$337,783 (subject to the TRIM process) for Fiscal Year 1995-96, as
follows:
Fiscal Year 1994-95 (3 months):
Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center
Community Service Foundation
Friends of lhe Deaf Service Center
Operation PAR

up to

$ 31,~~2

up to
up to
up to

1/ii/3

TOTAL

up to

$90,589

27,587

Fiscal Year 1995-96 (12 months):
Asian Family and Community
Empowerment Center
Community Service Foundation
Friends of lhe Deaf Service Center
Operation PAR

up to

$124,~~0

up to
up to
up to

38,228
79,776
94,919

TOTAL

up to

1

$337,783

Source of JWB Funds
FY 94-95 - Referendum Implementation Budget (second half-mil funds)
FY 95-96- Continuation Budget (second half-mil funds)

Fiscal Impact
Option 2 (recommended):
A three month funding period for the four applicants will utilize up to $83,539 of
the total remaining FY 94/95 allocation of $331 ,009 for Neighborhood Family
Centers. These dollars are still available because funding for Neighborhood
2
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Family Centers in FY 1994-95 was postponed from October, 1994, to July, 1995.
Twelve months of continuation funding in Fiscal Year 1995-96 will utilize up to
$337,783 of the total allocation of $400,000 for Neighborhood Family Centers for
that year. ·The remaining $62,217 will be available the following year for program
enhancements. This will give the centers time to develop their core services and,
after one year of operation, to gain a better idea of how to use the enhancement
dollars.
Neighborhood Family Centers are funded from several categories, namely
Specialized Child Care (12%), Substance Abuse Prevention (11 %), Earll
Intervention (21 %), Maternal and Child Health (16%), lntergenerat1onal (6%), and
Neighborhood/Community Development (34%). The amount of funds available in
each of these categories would be reduced as follows:
Fiscal Year 1994-95:

Amount
Recommended

Specialized Child
Care
Substance Abuse
Prevention
Early lqtervention
Maternal and Child
Health ·
lntergenerational
Neighborhood/
Community
Development

$10,871

Total

$90,589

from $ 289,721

to $278,850

26,447

9,965

from

36,412

to

19,024
14,494

from
from

139,512
52,960

to 120,488
to 38,466

5,435
30,800

from
from

20,104
112,543

to
to

14,669
81,743

Fiscal Year 1995-96:

·.

Amount
Recommended

Specialized Child
Care
Substance Abuse
Prevention
Early Intervention
Maternal and Child
Health
lntergenerational
Neighborhood/
Community .
Development

$40,534

Total

$337,783

37,156
70,935
54,045
20,267
114,846

NarraHv•·------------------------------------------ln 1993-94, the Juvenile Welfare Board began to implement a new approach to
serving the children and families of Pinellas County. Based on the Goals and
Operating Principles adopted by the Juvenile Welfare Board in March, 1992, the
3

new approach focuses on neighborhood development, empowerment, and
prevention, and recognizes that children, families, neighborhoods, and
communities are interrelated and each affects the others.
The cornerstone of JWB's new approach is the neighborhood family center,
largely based on Maryland's Friends of the Family model. The Centers will focus
on the target population of families with children ages 0 to 5, especially those with
young parents under 25 and those with little or no local support systems, and will
provide services in each of the following areas:
Parenting skills and parent support groups,
Linkages to health care and community services,
Child development activities, especially for ages 0 to 5,
Family literacy,
Job-related activities,
Community meetings and activities,
Child care for parents while they are participating in center activities, and
Outreach.
Additional strategies emerge from the interaction of the Centers with their
neighborhoods, arising from the unique needs and strengths of each
neighborhood. The neighborhood family centers are driven and governed by
neighborhood residents, enqaging residents in a neighborhood self-help process.
Such a process helps to facilitate empowerment of the participants and building a
sense of community. Each family center has the potential for becoming a focal
point for neighborhood activities, a place where neighbors come for information,
learning experiences, addressing neighborhood issues, support, and socializing.
The Centers will serve to develop the strengths and resources of each
neighborhood and its residents, and all neighborhood residents will be
.encouraged to be involved.
In its "Neighborhood and Community Development Initiative 1991-1996", the
Juvenile Welfare Board established a goal of imrlementing at least seven
neighborhood family centers by 1996. In May o 1994 the Juvenile Welfare Board
authorized full fundmg for the first two of these neighborhood family centers, the
Citizens Alliance for Progress and the James B. S8nderlin Family Service Center.
Following the review of the first Neighborhood Family Center proposals, the
Juvenile Welfare Board became aware of the difficulty certain groups have in
assimilating into society, due in part to language differences. By developing a
family center, an group could be assisted to pull together to develop a sense of
community and mutual support to facilitate the assimilation process. Therefore an
exception to the geographic neighborhood focus was allowed for this RFP
process, for a "community of interest", defined as a group of people with a
common bond and common purpose.
·
In September of 1994 the Juvenile Welfare Board authorized funding for three
Planning Grants to assist neighborhood groups in developing readiness for full
implementation of neighborhood family centers. In November of 1994 the
Juvenile Welfare Board authorized funding for five more Planning Grants. Of the
seven proposals received in application for this round of neighborhood family
center funding, three of them had been awarded planning grants in October of
1994.
4
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Seven proposals to implement neighborhood family centers were received on
April 17, 1995. A total of $400,000 (annualized) is available to support
neighborhood family centers. Of this total, $300,000 (annualized) was planned for
initial center implementation, and $100,000 (annualized) would be available for
center enhancement after one year of operation. An annualized total of $337,783
is recommended for center implementation for the four centers. This will leave
$62,217 for program enhancement next fiscal year.
A review team of seven JWB staff from Community Planning and Development,
Pro~rams and Finance, Training, Research and Development, and the Special
Assistant read and rated the proposals. In addition, each of the seven applicants
was visited at its proposed site. The site visits consisted of a tour of the
neighborhood, a tour of the proposed facility, and a gathering of people for the
purpose of demonstrating the depth and breadth of support for and understanding
of the proposed center. See the proposal summaries, Attachment 3, for more
detailed information about each applicant.
The following applicants are recommended for funding. Scores for the proposals
can be found in Attachment 1. The contingencies are items that will be addressed
during the contracting process. Some may result in special conditions.
It was decided to recommend the requested amount of funding for the Community
Service Foundation and the Asian Family and Empowerment Center because
each is a new, free-standing family center. The Friends of the Deaf Service
Center is recommended for partia funding because it is intended to enhance an
already existing program. Operation PAR is recommended for partial funding
because Condon Gardens already has a number of agencies that are partialry
funded by JWB, and because Operation PAR has just received a $1 million 5 year
grant to develop a Family Investment Center at Condon Gardens, which would
provide many of the services that compliment a Neighborhood Family Center.
The proposals that are being recommended for funding show significant
development in the following areas:

1.

2.
3.

4.

Involvement of neighborhood residents in planning and governance,
Understanding of the neighborhood family center concept,
Understanding of and intention to address the needs of the target population:
families with children ages 0 to 5, especially those with young parents ·under
25 and those with little or no local support systems.
Specificity with regard to planned services and activities.

Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center
Drawing together leaders of seven different Asian ethnic groups and with plans to
include additional ones, the Asian F.A.C.E. Center proposes to serve the Asian
community of Pinellas County, providing a place for As1an families to come
together for social events, famify support, cultural development, educational
opportunities, and mutual assistance. Its facility is located at Norwood Baptist
Church, 1818 29th Avenue North, St. Petersburg.

c

The staff of four full-time employees (Director and three family support workers),
volunteers (there is also a volunteer coordinator who is a volunteer), and
collaborative partners will provide the following services: employment assistance,
job bank, parenting skill classes, parent support groups, child development

s

~ctiviti~s. l!nkages to health care and community services, health fairs, an
1mmumzat1on program, a monthly open house, voter registration, English classes,
traditional language classes, home visits, lifeskill classes, family literacy,
parent-lunch encounters, pre-K school sign up, and child care for parents while
they participate in activities. In addition, the center will be available to groups for
community meetings and activities.

Contingencies:

1.

Provide a plan to continue to develop sharing and involvement among all
members of the Asian community in culturally appropriate ways. .

2.

Provide a timetable and plan for developing the capacity of the board leading
to a maximum level of skill and understanding of the role of the board.

Friends of the Deaf Service Center
The Friends of the Deaf Service Center plans to expand its programming to
enable it to serve the target population of families with children ages 0 to 5,
especially those with young parents under 25 and those with little or no local
sup~rt systems. The expanded services will also enable the center to include
families with deaf parents and hearing children. The new program, Family
Outreach Center Uniting Services to Empower the Deaf (FOCUSED) will operate
at the existing facility, 7190 76th Street North, Pinellas Park.
The staff of six includes a part-time director, administrative assistant, office clerk,
and in home sign language instructor, and a full time FOCUSED coordinator and
client assistance specialist. Together with volunteers and collaborative
arrangements, the staff will provide the following services not already available at
the center: family self assessment and service provision planning; services for
families with hearing children and deaf parents; parent-child playgroups for zero
to five population: additional hours of s1gn language instruction; literacy training:
wider range of parent education programs; linkage to community, health care,
and employment training/placement resources; speech and language
development therapy: communication strategies and speech reading instruction,
and ch1ld care for parents while participating .
•
Contingencies:

1.

Provide a timetable and plan for developing the capacity of the NFC
governing body leading to a maximum amount of skill and understanding of
the role of the board, decision-making authority, and
autonomy/independence; mdemonstrate that the board of directors of the
Friends of the Deaf Service Center fulfills the requirements to function as the
NFC governing body.

Operation PAR
Operation PAR has formed a partnership with the Condon Gardens Residents
Association to develop a Neighborhood Family Center in conjunction with the
Operation PAR Family Investment Center. The two centers will. occupy adjoining
apartment units in Condon Gardens.
6
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The staff of two (project coordinator and a part-time child development specialist),
together with volunteers and collaborative ~rtners will offer the following
services: outreach, family assessment, ch1ld development screening/assessment,
parent education/support groups, linkage to available services within the
community, advocacy, child development activities, family literacy,
employment-related activities, community meetings and activities, educational
workshops, child care for parents while participating, a mentor program for
pregnant women and first-time mothers with little or no family support, a
babysitting cooperative, free transportation to the grocery store, monthly family
celebration days, and mom's night.
Contingencies:
1.

2.

The NFC governing body will participate in the hiring process and concur
with final hiring decisions.
Provide a timetable and plan for developing the capacity of the NFC
governing body leading to a maximum amount of skill and understanding of
the role of a board, decision-making authority, and autonomy/independence.

Community Service Foundation

c

The Community Service Foundation has formed a partnership with the tenants
association of Foundation Village in the South Greenwood neighborhood of
Clearwater to develop a Neighborhood Family Center. The center, located in one
of the apartment units in Foundation Village, a 28-unit apartment complex, will
serve the families who live there; it will also serve additional families from the
surrounding neighborhood with some programs.
The staff of one part-time tenant counselor, volunteers, and collaborative partners
will provide the following services: parenting classes, support groups, and
counseling; babysitting exchange service; lending library of toys and other
resources for families with young children; health fairs and linkages to health care
services; job counseling; drug prevention classes; child development classes;
recreational activities for children; family activities; adult education; linkages to
community services; and child care for parents while participating.
Contingencies:
1.

2.
3.

Provide a plan for expansion beyond the 28-unit apartment complex to
include the surrounding neighborhood.
Provide formal collaborative agreements with other agencies that will be
providing services.
Provide a timetable and plan for developing the capacity of the NFC
governing body leading to a maximum amount of skill, understanding of the
role of the board, decision-making authority, and autonomy or independence.

Not recommended for funclng:
Urban League

c

Concerns:
1.

2.

The current facility does not easily lend itself to the needs of a Neighborhood
Family Center.
.
Insufficient community involvement and participation in decision-making.
7

r.

3.
4.
5.

T.he NFC governing body needs more autonomy than is indicated in the
s1gned agreement.
Need to resolve overlap of current service provision and NFC proposal.
There is no evidence of collaboration with the Ridge Center.

Oldsmar Family Center
Concerns:

1.
2.
3.

4.

More work is needed in the area of broad-based community involvement in
planning and decision making.
Lack of a firm commitment for a facility.
A traininQ plan needs to be developed.
Specific Information on fiscal management needs to be developed.

Mt. Zion Human Services
Concerns:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The designated facility does not yet exist, and its floor plan is not designed
for a NeiQhborhood Family Center.
The staff1ng pattern does not correspond to the budget.
More work is needed in the area of broad-based community involvement in
planning and decision making.
The NFC governing body needs more autonomy than is indicated in the
signed agreement.

Staff Resources:

Connie Coldwell
GoryCernon
Reggie Lee
Beverly Ughtfoot
Undo Lockett
Ellthlo Stanfield
Mike Stone

8
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AITACHMENT 1

Scores:
Applicant

c

Operation PAR

112

Community Service Foundation

107

Friends of the Deaf Service Center

106

••.Asian F.A.C.E. Center

105

•• Urban League

97

Oldsmar Family Center

78

•• Mt. Zion Human Services

67

Total Possible Score

150

• The scores reflect a 10 point deduction for lateness for Friends of the Deaf Service Center,
Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center, and Mt. Zion Human Services.
•• These three applicants were recipients of planning grants in October, 1994.
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AITACHMENT2
BUDGETS OF APPUCANTS RECOMMENDED FOR FUNDING (JWB REQUESD
Personnel

Operating

Total

Asian F.AC.E. Center

$83.570

$41.290

$124.860

Community Service
Foundation

$ 15270

$22,958

$38228

Friends of the Deaf
(requested)

$108255

$13.808

$122.()63

s 43.887

$62.717

$106.604

Operation PAR
(requested)

10
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ATTACHMENT II I
COMMUNITY SERVICE FOUNDATION
SUMMARY

111 South Garden Avenue •

Clearwater, Florida 34616 •

(813) ~61-0618

April 17, 1995
IOMO
Of
11WSTUS

Connie F. Caldwell
3uvenile Welfare Board
.140 49th St. N.
St. Peteraburg FL 33709·5797

PRESIO£NT
Lee "-auJakt

VIC£ Pft£SJO£NT
~ Mo

\ll"fhn

1ftEASUR£R
CO
SO"Kip" 0.~ Jt
SECRETARY
R Bn.r.te M:MAnllt

DIRECTORS
Che,Y.Itcktr

IWv "*n Ca:l:n
£mil CoM~ro;~rc!t Jr
0

0

c

0

Arln;ton l N10!'1noSr.
•rbart RMtnb:um
Walter ti. Sanford
s..~m MoSttbtn

EXtCUTIVf DIRECTOR

Cha'II'O ~nn
AOMINtSTRAnvE
"SSJST"-"T
FloraMacL.un

1.u Lupton-Goddard Apenl'nenu
, .. HOUiinQ Setv~tt

Alordablt Housint SINal

Dear M•· Caldwell•
Enclo••d please find required number• of copies of our
requeat for partial funding for our Neighborhood Family
Center, to be located at 910 Woodlawn Ave., Clearwater.
A• chair of our tenants' aaaociation, I have obeerveds •Aa
the twiq i1 bent, •o the child becomes an adult ••• • I am
eneouraged in aeeting with tenant• that we all have a
common purpose: we want to bring to all of our young
children the ••rvicea which they and all of our family
member• need to atem the tide of drug use, child abuse,
illiteracy, ~ntmal education, under employment and
unemployment, poverty, aalnutrition in our neighborhood ·which wlll indeed bend our "twigs" toward greater problema
• unless Kl o~r!slyea can provide the eervices ft our
foorotcp• toe pour children NOW ••• before i t a too
ate.
There are_nQ activities available for our pre-school
children in our neighborhood - and theae are critical eapacially when our lower income working and renting
parent• cannot acceoe program• at di~tant locations,
eaaily u••d by families who can afford transportation and
time to go to the1e aitea. so, we have decided that we
Deed to provide what we need ouraelvesl
We requeat $38,228, annualited, to initiate thia pilot
program which we bope to expand beyond the initial target
population of 28 f.miliea. We want to •crawl before we
walk •••• • with a core of intensive ••rvicee. But even in
our firat year, we will help over 300 familie• within a
thirty .!nute walk of our center with •ome of the program:
we propo•e•
Your vrant can aake thia poaaiblel
Sine rely,

.,

4~.,-u:r~

Mr. Fletcher ~~vr
Chair, Steering Committee
Community Service Tenant ~aociation

I
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lOCUS EO

I

Friends ol the Deaf Servic~ Center, Inc.
Youth & Family ServJc••

I

SUMMARY

POCUSBD stands for Pamily Outreach Center Uniting
Services to lmpower the Deaf. It is the objective of the
Deaf Service ·center to assist this community in
establishing a family support center to serve the 4eaf
and hard of hearing community, specifically targeting
young parents with children ages zero to five.years of
age. This center will be community driven, with
participants integrally involved in the dosign and
delivery of services. Families coming to FOCUSED will be
provided an opportunity for aelf assessment. They will
be actively involved in creating a family plan ua.in;
identified strengths in addre1sing areas of need. The
center will be housed at the Youth & Family Services
facility, located b•tween Seminole and Pinellas Park . It
will incorporate services already being provided by PEACH
(Program to Enhance Achievement of Children with Hearin;
Loss).
Services already in place include: PARENT CONNECTION
support ;roup; after school and summer enrichment
programs for school aged deaf/hard of hearing children
and their siblings; scouting; parent education program;
individual, group, and family mental health eoun&ellng;
in-home sign language instruction; referrnl to hoarino
testing/hearing aid sal•• and service resources.

·.

Serviees to be added through this proposal include:
femily self asseasment and service provision planning;
eerviC'es for families with hearing children an(! deaf
parents; parent-child playgroup• for zero to five
population; additional houra of mental health counseling;
additional hours of sign language instruction; literacy
training; wider range of parent education programs;
linkage to community, health care·, and employment
training/placement resources; speech and language
development therapy; communication •trategiea and speech
reading instruction; training for community service
provider•; nutrition education and congregate dining
program; · family
support
lending
library;
inter;enerational community/family activities.

..
I

•

c

ATTACHMENT ill
Summary: Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center, Inc.
The Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center is requesting $31,232 for the 3 month budget
and $122,980 for the 12 month budget from Juvenile Welfare Board to fund the Asian Family Center through
the Neighborhood Family Center Grant.
The Asian population of Pinellas County is divided into two groups: immigrants and refugees.
Immigration is a voluntary experience linked to resources and knowledge. Refugee status carries a history of
disaster and flight. The immigrant bas sent his heart and hopes ahead to a new country; the refugee leaves his
heart and hopes behind as be flees for his life.
The program which will be set up with Neighborhood Family Center Grant money from JWB contains
many components. Some will impact the refugee population more; and it is their great needs which are a
driving force for establishing an Asian Family Center, nther than a primarily cultunl center.
However, both immigrant and refugee population share many similarities in background culture,
religious heritage, and lifestyles. The Center will have components for all Asians and is to serve as a safe
ground for them; a place where attitudes and assumptions do not always have to be explained or justified.
There will be opportunities for immigrants and refugees to help one another and to extend the tnditional Asian
network which protects and supports Asians in their former countries but bas been lost in their new lives in the
United States.
Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam no longer exist in their tnditional state; their culture, history and lives
have all been lost or broken. Consequently, former refugees from Southeast Asia face particular problems in
their American lives. In America, the Asians are experiencing an accelented erosion of their culture.
lntergenentional respect and interdependency, basic characteristics of Asian society, are weakening. Children
are adrift without tnditional bearings. Elders are sitting at the sidelines. Family disintegntion, juvenile
delinquency, gang activity, and family violence are increasing. This must stop!
In response, four Southeast Asian leaders, representing over 15,000 Cambodian, Laotian, and
Vietnamese former refugees in Pinellas, came together with a single purpose. They intend to help strengthen
the individuals and families in their respective communities by creating a center, a place for all Asians to come
together for social events, cultunl developme_nt, educational opportunities and mutual assistance. The center,
called the Allan Family and Community Empowerment Center, Inc., "embodies the spirit of the Asian
people allowing the Asian communities. to intenct in educational, cultunl, social service, and community social
activities, thereby inspiring cultunl preservation and promoting community empowerment which will enhance
successful participation in the greater community". This original group bas currently expanded to include the
lbaidam, Khmer Krom, Filipino, and Hmong groups and bas an advisor from the Indian business community.
The programs which will be offered include: Child Care for Parents using the Center, Employment
Assistance, Employment Job Bank. Employment Enhancement Service, Bridges (parenting skill classes), Circles
(parent support groups), Steps (child development activities), Women's Club, Linkages to Healthcare and
Community Services, Community Meetings and Activities, Open House, Production of Printed Material. Health
Fairs, Immunization Program, Asian to Asian Health Program, Voter Registntion, English Classes, Tnditional
Language Classes, Home Visits, Lifeskill Classes, Childhood Tnditions, Reading, Parent-Lunch Encounters,
Pre-K School Sign Up, and After School Tutoring. This will require extensive use of volunteers, Western and
Asian, professional as well as general.
The Asian leadership, as well as the Center staff, bas worked extensively to inform the community
about the Center. Surveys were tmned in from over 600 surveys, a remarkable achievement for a group often
paranoid about filling out papers and little about to visualize the Center or its activities. This community is still
used to the more tnditional method of having leaders decide what it needs.
The Asian Community is at a turning point. The Center will allow them to form a strong, united
community which can function in this society successfully. Without the Center, they will remain apart from the
larger community and even sepanted within their own ethnic groups. The Asian families need the community
support offered by the Asian Family and Community Center so they can continue to master life in this country.

{'
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Operation PAR Summary

Garden Villu Nef,t\borhood Family Center
Operation PAR. Inc.
.f/17/95

Throu&h a joint pannership wtd'l1he Chesapeake Villas/Condon Gardens Resident Association, Operation PAR is applyin, to the
JuvenRe Welf&re Board of pjneflu County to ucablish the Gorden Vllos Nqhborftood Fotnlly Center In Condon Gardens: The
Center's mission Is to encoura1e parents and residents to take an active role In the healthy development of children by creatinl
opponunldes to lfl'enllhen and support fAmilies In an environment that promotes, respects and embraces the cultural and ethnic
diversity of the community. The Center will rely heavily on residents to provide leadership on the 1ovemin, board, u well as
wU1teer their dme to plan and coordinate Center activities and special events, conduct outreach, provide child care and, in the
ilture. orpnlze fund raisin, c:ampaiJns.
The Gcmlen WIGs Neipborftood FomiJy Center will be centrally located within Condon Gardens at 2960 T&ftllewood Drive South
~ Clearwater. The Center will serve residents of Condon Gardens, Chesapeake Villas and surT"OUndinJ nel,t\borhoods within a
onHnle radius. One 2«JJ square foot housq unit wl ac:aonmodate the Center, which will be co-k>cated with Operation PAR's
family Investment Center, located In an adjacent unit next door. The Family Investment Center will open In May, 1995.
A ful.«me Pfqec:t Coordinator will plan and coordinate a variety of services UrJetinl families with chRdren birth to five years of
a,e. SeMces will indude outreach, parent education anct support ,roups, family literacy, health care and other supportive family
services. A part-Cime Child Development Specialist wfll conduct development usessments and coordinate children's' activides
for parents and children. The Center will accommodate a chRdren's activity room, Infant/toddler activity area, nursery and
planrouncl A variety of .,.appropriate eclK:ational toys, books and videos will be available to enp1e parents and children alike.
Child care and refreshments will be avalable to parents partidpaq in Center activities. Spedal focus will be placed on developinl
· culturally sensitive and accessible services for Hispanic and Asian residents, who comprise nearly 25~ of the population.
The Center will also feature a number of Innovative services desil"ed to meet the special needs of families In this community.
These seNices will indude First Fomllies, a mentor prolf'&m for prel"ant women and flrst-Cime mothers with no family or support;
The Babrslttitc CooperarM. desi&Jled to recn.~lt, train and Red·Cross certify I0 youth annually to provide affordable babyslttin, for
neiJhbomood tamlies; The Respite &dtGnfe, desil"ed to recn.~it, train and orpnize a netWOric of nei,t\bomood mothers who will
volunteer to watch children for up to three consecutive hours In exchan,e for the same number of respite houn; The Grocery
Express, offel"inn free transportation to the ,rocery store twice each week for parents and the elderly who have no personal
tnnsportation. Child care wdl be provided at the Center so that parents can shop quickly without the burden of youn1 children;
FoMiy Celebnrtion Oay, monthly fAmily parties to celebrate blnhdays, anniversaries, ~r&duations and holidays for parents and children
In the neiJhbomood; Mom's Nifht, offerinl mothers throuJhout the neiJhbomood a chance to 10 shoppln1 at the mall, out to
a movie or just talk with other mothers for 2-3 hours while the children are enpaed In educational activities with volunteers at
the Center; and The Neipborltood Emerpncy Fund, offerin, emerJency fundin& for unexpected, lqftlmate expenses such as car
repaln, theft or house fires.
As potnted out, the Garden VIlas ~ Fariy Center wtl be aHoc:ated with Operation PAR's Family Investment Center.
The Famly 1rwaunent Center Is a ~vent which will locus S I million dollars worth of resources each year In this community
b- eclK:ation, vocational tralnln, and employment opportunities. T OJether, the Garden Villas Ne#Jhborftood Family Center and the
FoMJy ln\*iitOtlalt Cwleer wll create a model-* CMfler (or fGdjer -their resOurces unmatched by any other nel,t\bomood center
In Pinellas County. This comprehensive approach to meetin& the needs of families In disadvantaaed neiJhbomoods will help
parents overcome social and economic bamers which often Impede the healthy development of children and families.
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OMNI Neighborhood Family Center Proposal
Pinellas County Urban League, Inc.
,April 17, 1995
(

16.
The proposed OMNI Neighborhood Family Center forma a communitybaaed, grass-roots organization designed to empower residents to
address pertinent endemic issues.
The RFC will •trengthen
neighborhood families through the concepts of esteem building,
effective parenting, child developmental education and a
parental •upport network. It will also serve as a focus for
community activities and a resource and referral center.
'!'he RFC will be governed by a sixteen-.ember (16) board, ninetyfour percent ( 94') of whom are residents of the targeted
community and one hundred percent of whom are community
activists. The board will determine the HFC's programs, using
community input, and participate in the evaluation process. The
full board will meet quarterly. However, committees will meet
monthly, or more often as deemed necessary.
The PCUL will
oversee administrative, fiscal and personnel management of the
NFC.
The HFC will be professionally staffed and will incorporate a
counseling component to address child developmental issues, as
well as effecting parenting.
School related issues such as
truancy, oppositional behavior and personal self esteem will
also be addressed. The NFC staff will include a Coordinator/
Counselor and a Youth and Family Counselor, both of whom will be
mental health professionals skilled in parenting and counseling
issues pertaining to children birth to five and young parents.
The staffing pattern also includes a Childcare Assistant who
will supervise and lead children in designated activities and
programs, and a Secretary II, who will perform clerical and
administrative duties in support of the Center.
The core programs of the HFC provide structured child
developmental activities, individual and family . counseling,
effective parenting training, delinquency and crime prevention
and intervention, literacy and G.B. D. training, employment
assistance, health care awareness and •creening, temporal
daycare while parents are receiving •ervicea and resource
infor.ation and referral services.
'!'he community has been deeply emersed in the six-month process
which baa brought us to this point -- •ubmission of an
implementation proposal for a Neighborhood Family Center.
Although intense, the process baa been exhilarating. An esprit
de corps baa developed which baa promoted both dialogue and
decisive action. Neighbors are sharing thoughts, making plana
and •olving problema with a •enae of unity not heretofore
witnessed.
The empowerment process baa already begun.
The
community is aoving forward in an concerted effort of •elf-help.
Through this application the Neighborhood Beeks funding to
continue the quest by asking questions, •••king solutions and
promoting positive change in individual lives and community
effectiveness.
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Oldsmar Family Center, Inc.
April17,1995

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL
One of the major goals at the national, state, and district levels is to make
all schools ·Full Service Schools•; to not only educate students, but to
include services needed by their families and the community at large. The
Oldsmar Family Center Task Force was formed in August, 1993 with
members representing city government, local schools, community
residents, and area business leaders.

The initial goal was to investigate

present community services and determine which needed to be offered,
upgraded or enhanced. A survey was mailed to 9,000 residents in the
summer of 1994 as a collaborative effort with the City of Oldsmar, TECO,
Unisys and Oldsmar Elementary, Oldsmar Community and Countryside
Community Schools. The results documented that a family center was
needed to offer social services, educational opportunities, health care, child
· care and senior citizen social activities. Other responses indicated broad
base support for voter registration, a foodbank, tax assistance and support
· .··groups with guest speakers. Due to the restricted geographical n~ture of
Oldsmar and the income level of the community, the proposed family
center would have a great impact on the city and its residents.

.,. .
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· Ht. Zion Human Services Summary
1.

PROPOSAL SUMMARY

The Melrose-Mercy Neighborhood Center (MMNC) is proposing to provide social
support services, to low-income, single parents (primarily females with at least
one child age 0-5 years, with special emphasis on families with children ages 03), who reside in the Neighborhood.
In addition, to the special target
population, the MMNC will provide supportive services to any neighborhood
resident needing assistance. The program will be community-based and employ a
family-centered service delivery model.
The MMNC is a new organization of
concerned residents in the Melrose-Mercy neighborhood, located in · south St.
Petersburg. The underlying thrust of this program is to reduce the dependence ~n
welfare that characterize many families living in the neighborhood, and to reduce
substance abuse and criminal activity in the neighborhood.
The following basic premises serve as the foundation for the proposed
service delivery model:
•
•
•
•
.•
•

No parent wants their child to fail.
.
All families have strengths, some may have skills deficits.
Young families headed by persons younger than 30, in which children spend most of their
developmentally vulnerable years, have been .particularly bard hit in the past two decades
by a cycle of falling incomes, increasing family disintegration, and rising poverty. 1
Parents and family are fundamental to their children's early and later development and
hold the keys to their children's future •
If a community values its children, it must cherish their parents. 2
Given the necessary supportive services, information, and viable options, families
receiving welfare can and will break the cycle of poverty and become self sufficient and
productive members of the community.

The program will implement the following service delivery strategies: Life
Skills Building Training; Self-Esteem Building and Parent Skills Building and
Support Groups; Short-Term Crisis Counseling; Family Enrichment Activities;
Drama/Dance Classes; Transportation; Social Service Brokering; •surrogate
Families• (total Family Units serving as mentors); Babysitting Services (while
the parents attend program activities.), I & R, pre employment skill building,
vocational counseling, and G.E.D./Literacy classes. During the first full year
of operation, it is projected that approximately 6 of the parents will be
referred to MHS' affordable housing program or another affordable housing program
operating in St. Petersburg, to help them begin the process of homeownership.
Forty (40) families will be served in the first full 12 month period that
program services are operational. The primary referral source for the program
will be the Melrose-Mercy Neighborhood Association and the St. Petersburg Housing
Authority. Staffing for the program will include the following positions: One
full-time Program Director, 1.5 FTE van drivers/maintenance persons; one fulltime Community Services' Ombudsman; one full-time Outreach Worker; one full-time
Secretary, and 40 volunteer surrogate families. The program will purchase the
Babysitting on a per ho r (contracted) basis and provide transportation through
a leased van. Program services will be provided out of facilities operated by
M.H.S.
lselping Children By Strengthening Families, by MaryLee Allen, Patricia Brown,
and Belva Finlay, p. 7
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Item II. D.

Action

Regular Meeting 6/8/95
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Stephanie W. Judd, Director of Pro ams &

Flnancf"~
,

Requested Action
The National Conference of Christian and Jews- Tampa Bay Chapter requests an allocation
of $12,000 to provide support for the Camp Anytown Program.

Options
1. Allocate $12,000 to the National Conference of Christians and Jews- Tampa Bay
Chapter for the Camp Anytown Program in FY 1994-95.
2. Deny the request.
3. Other action as the Board may deem appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate $12,000 to the National Conference of Christians and Jews- Tampa Bay
Chapter for the Camp Anytown Program In FY 1994-95.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Fund

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1994-95 Transitional Fund will be reduced from $585,376 to $573,376.

Narrative__________________________
The National Conference of Christian and Jews- Tampa Bay Chapter (NCCJ) is a
non-profit human relations organization that promotes equal opportunities by fostering
understanding and cooperation among diverse racial, religious and ethnic groups in the
Tampa Bay Community. The Pinellas County School Board and NCCJ sponsored the first
student Multicultural Committees in the fall of 1990. The committees are now a part of
every Pinellas County middle and high school. The Multic_ultural Committees meet monthly
to improve self-esteem, understanding, leadership, cooperation, and racial harmony among
students from diverse racial, religious, and ethnic backgrounds. Students discuss the racial
. climate of the schools, explore ways to reduce tension and conflict among students, and
promote an understanding and appreciation of racial and cultural diversity.
Camp Anytown has been part of the multicultural educational program of the NCCJ and
Pinellas County Schools since 1991 and JWB has helped sponsor the Camp since 1992.
The 1995 Camp Anytown will be held from July 7 to July 14th, 1995 at DaySpring, an
Episcopal Retreat in Ellenton, Florida. It is anticipated that 55 Pinellas County high school
students will attend, and 20 adult volunteer counselors will supervise and facilitate
workshops at the camp. Camp Anytown enhances the school program by increasing the
students' knowledge , communication and leadership skills. A typical week at Anytown is
filled with a wide variety of activities that address self-image, racial understanding, social

·-

and academic achievement, parent and youth relations, communication skills, cultural
awareness, male and female roles, police and youth relations, goal setting , leadership, and
stress management. Youth are presented with new information about different people and
cultures and have the opportunity to interact closely with peers and counselors from diverse
racial, ethnic and religious backgrounds over 7 days and 6 nights. Camp Anytown staff are
volunteer teachers , clergy, business people, law officers, and college age youth leaders
who receive 3 1/2 days of training and team building . After Camp Anytown , participants are
invited to monthly reunions during the school year. They share their thoughts about the
Camp, report on programs they have undertaken as a result of their experience, and obtain
support and ideas from the other participants.
In 1994, 41 high school students and 19 volunteer staff participated in the camp. All
participants and parents expressed satisfaction with the camp activities. Students had
bonded with one another and formed new friendships. Following the camp, staff
maintained contact with the students, inviting them to their homes and on recreational trips.
Student surveys revealed positive change in attitudes and improved interpersonal skills.
Monthly reunions of students, advisors, and counselors began in October, 1994.
After the 1995 Camp Anytown experience, it is projected that students will:
1. conduct community service and school projects encouraging tolerance and
understanding of diversity;
2. widen their circle of friends to include people of diverse backgrounds;
3. take leadership roles in their schools through their multicultural committee membership ;
4. be able to define and explain the following concepts: prejudice, discrimination,
stereotypes, racism, anti-Semitism, and ageism ; and
5. have fewer prejudicial attitudes than before.
The total budget for this year's camp is $26 ,650. There is $10,950 in cash contributions.
(The NCCJ will contribute $500 , the Pinellas County School System will contribute $9,999,
and individual donors will contribute $451 .) In-kind contributions consist of $2,650 for the
Executive Director's time and $1 ,050 for donated T-Shirts from Kane Furniture. The
remaining $12,000 is being requested from JWB. The proposed JWB allocation will provide
$2,000 towards the cost of secretarial time and $10,000 towards the cost of food and
lodging for the 55 students and 20 adult volunteers for the 7 day/6 night camp.
Staff Resource Persons:

Dorothy Jennings
Michael Schmidt

Item II.E
Regular Meeting 6/8/95

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

Requested Action

,

James E. Mills, Executive Direct~
.~
Browning Spence, Director, Com;u~hy Services ~
Kate Howze, Director, Strategic Communications~

The Board is requested to authorize employing youth on a part-time basis to assist in the
development of plans for a Parental Responsibility Campaign and a Youth as Resources
Initiative.

Options
1. Authorize the transfer $4,820 of one-time-only Contingency funds from the FY 94-95
Non-Operating Budget to the JWB Administration budget, Community Services, for
employing youth on a part-time basis to assist in the development of plans for a Parental
Responsibility Campaign and a Youth as Resources Initiative.
2. Do not authorize this transfer of funds for employing youth.
3. Any other option the Board may desire.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize the transfer $4,820 of one-time-only Contingency funds a
from the FY 94-95 Non-Operating Budget to the JWB Administration
budget, Community Services, for emproylng youth on a part-time basis
to assist In the development of plans for a Parental Responsibility
campaign and a Youth as Resources Initiative.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 94-95 Non-Operating Budget, Contingency-One-Time-Only

Fiscal Impact
The FY 94-95 Non-Operating Budget, Contingency-One-Time-Only would be reduced
from $79,256 to $74,436 and increase the JWB Administration Budget, Community
Services from $509,765 to $514,585.

Nanmive----------------------~-------------------------JWB has been increasing the direct involvement of youth in JWB operations, and an
expansion of this involvement is requested. Youth serve on the Community Councils, in
the Child's Park Community Change for Youth Development effort, and on the Youth on
the Move Children Services Committees. Youth focus groups were a key component in
the development of the positive youth development report. Two proposed activities would
be enhanced by active youth participation and it is proposed that middle and high school
age youth be h1red on a part-time basis to assist in the development of the plans for the
two projects, the Parental Responsibility Campaign and YoUth as Resources.

PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY CAMPAIGN
A P?re_nt Resp~nsibility Campaign has been under active development since the
begmmng of th1s year. Desp1te excellent suggestions for committee participants, getting
the proper mix of representatives has been difficult. In reviewing the reasons, it became
apparent that a major reason was that the project was being approached in a "business
as usual" fashion. Adults with some interest in the project were being asked to design a
campaign for other adults ... a campaign which, for the most part, was generated by youth
concerns and youth issues.
·
Mindful that the Juvenile Welfare Board has placed a strong emphasis on youth
involvement and youth participation, it seemed appropriate to think about a Parent
Responsibility Campaign designed by youth. Most of the issues to be dealt with by the
campaign have consistently been framed by youth. For example: "Our parents tell us not
to use drugs, but they let us have alcohol at home." "My parents don't care if I stay out
late." "My parents don't even know who my friends are." It then became logical, if not
desirable, to rethink the campaign as one being designed by youth, with the existing
committee available for technical assistance and oversight.
The idea was proposed to the committee, who agreed that it was an excellent idea. It is
now hoped that a planning group of six youths will meet for about a six-week period over
the summer. The youth will be provided with pertinent background material, and helped
to learn the various components of a communication plan of action. They will work from
the mission established by the committee: "To encourage all Pinellas County parents to
fulfill their responsibility as the primary role model, teacher, law enforcer and social
provider for their children." The youth committee will be responsible for providing the
goals, objectives, strategies and pertinent audiences for the campaign, ·as well as for
making recommendations, if any, that extend beyond an informational campaign. The
youth may choose to be involved in further implementing the campaign.
YOUTH AS RESOURCES
Youth as Resources (YAR) is a community development process where youth design
community improvement projects, develop budgets and workplans and present proposals
for funding to panels which include youth. If approved, the projects are to be carried out
by the youth and regular reports are to be submitted to the panel. Successfully
implemented in a number of sites around the Country, the YAR process empowers youth
to take responsibility for activities that improve neighborhoods. Projects have ranged
from designing and building tot lots, neighborhood beautification projects, chore services
for elderly and disabled residents, and tutoring programs for elementary students.
According to the developers of YAR, the National Crime Prevention Council, "The YAR
perspective on youth is that youth are resources, and when treated as such, can and do
make a difference in their communities."
The proposed JWB budget includes $61,000 for the development of a YAR project for
Pinellas County. Since the youth involvement is the basis for a YAR project, it seems
totally appropriate for youth to be involved in the planning for a YAR initiative in Pinellas.
Youth would be responsible for developing the work plan, objectives, and strategies that
would lead to YAR development. Technical assistance has been offered by the National
Program Coordinator of Youth as Resources at the National Crime Prevention Council in
Washington. A work group of youth meeting once a week for up to eight weeks would be
utilized. The Youth on the Move Committee staffed by Mary Ann Goodrich would be
responsible for the development of the initiative.
Staff Resource Person: Mary Ann Goodrich.
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Requested Action
At it's May meeting Board members asked how the implementation of the Youth
Development timetable could be accelerated. The proposed timetable reflected current
staffing patterns. The adoption of a revised staffing pattern is recommended.

Options
1. Authorize immediate hirin~ of a Youth Development Specialist whose tenure would be
dependent upon approval of Implementation status of Community Change for Youth
Development (CCYD-Child Park).
2. Authorize creation of a second JWB funded Youth Development Specialist position in
1995-96 as an exception to the 8.85% administrative funding guideline.
3. Authorize creation of a second JWB Funded Youth Development Specialist position as
an exception to the 8.85% administrative funding guideline to be discontinued if CCYD
moves to implementative status.

4. Authorize a part-time 60% youth development specialist as an exception to the 8.85%
funding guideline.
5. Maintain current staffing pattern and timetable.
6. Such other options as the Board may desire.

Recommended Action
1. Create a second JWB funded Youth Development Specialist for 1995/96 as an
exception to the 8.85% Administrative Guideline.
2. Continue the position throughout 1995/96 only If CCYD does not move to
Implementation status.
3. Transfer $7,178 from Contingency (OTO) Fund (FY 94/95) to JWB Administration.
4. Budget 1995/96 funding from 2nd Half Mil implementation In the amount of
$42,964.

Source of JWB Funds
Contingency (OTO) Fund (FY 94/95) Second Half Mil Implementation Funds Administrative 1995/96

Fiscal Impact
Contingency (OTO) Funds 1994/95 will be reduced from $74,436 to $67,258. The current
5 year plan projected spending level for 1995/96 would be $750,000. The current
proposed budgeted commitment is $647,350 and would rise to $690,314. The full
allocation has not been utilized due to the 8.85% administrative guideline which would be
exceeded if the staff recommendation is approved. The administrative budget would
increase from $3,159,996 to $3,202,960 and the administrative cost percentage would
increase from 8.85% to 8.87%. The actual impact would be less if CCYD moved to
implementation status.

Narrative____________________________________________________
The original timetable was based on a sequential process:
1.
The JWB Youth Development Specialist has been committed to the Childs Park
CCYD planning process full time.
2.

If CCYD moves to operational status, a second Youth Development Specialist
position jointly funded by JWB Transition and Public Private Venture funds will
be created jointly.

3.

The current Youth Development Specialist will either continue on a full-time
basis in Childs Park or return to JWB youth development activities. The "role not
taken" will then be recruited. The timetable for determination for implementation
status is October. Recruitment/selection/actual date of hire would be 60 to 90
days (approximately January). Since all indications are that the current Youth
Development Specialist wishes to remain in Childs Park and the prospects for
CCYD moving to implementation status appear strong, staff is proceeding on the
assumption that the position to be filled will be the JWB Youth Development
position. (Note: The timeline would remain the same even if the recruitment
were to be for a CCYD position since the CCYD Childs Park staff responsibilities
would continue on an interim basis to maintain the momentum of the program).

4.

The JWB Youth Development Specialist would be responsible for:
a. Task Force/planning initiative
b. Development of Youth as Resources Program
c. Beginning planning activates for a second CCYD type
neighborhood in mid county.
d. General youth development programs activities.

5.

Should CCYD not move to implementation, continued staff services would need
to be provided to Childs Park at a reduced program level-substituting for the mid
county neighborhood planning cited above (c).

This timetable could be tightened by hiring the replacement Youth Development
Specialist immediately. A normal hiring process would bring that person on board in
September or October. At that time the tasks cited in #4 above could begin. If CCYD were to
move to implementation as expected, no further staff changes or extraordinary expenditures
would be necessary and the approved youth development activities would be under way 4 to 6
months earlier.
A problem would occur if CCYD did not move to implementation for there would then be
two people for one position. To avoid that unanticipated problem, funding for a second
position in the regular budget is proposed for the entire year. That staff position would then
hopefully be able to be integrated into the regular budget in 1996/97 where the administrative
budget will have absorbed the increased occupancy costs of the new building. The failure to
have a fully funded position would make recruitment difficult and would likely impact the quality
of staff initially hired.
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INTRODUCTION
•The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) believes that active advocacy efforts must extend to
the full scope of problems, policies, and practices which affect the well being of children
and families• (from JWB's Statement of Goals and Operating Principles). In order to
enhance these efforts the position of Special Assistant to the Executive Director was
created and a Public Policy Committee was developed.
The Public Policy Committee's role is to serve as the Board's catalyst for public policy
change and development. The committee assists in extending advocacy efforts to the
full scope of problems, policies, and practices.
This report contains a synopsis of legislation affecting children and their families enacted
during the 1995 Regular Legislative Session. The effective date and chapter number (if
available) are provided. It is recommended the complete legislation be read for more
detailed information.
If you wish to obtain a copy of a law, contact:

Bureau of Administrative Code
Department of State
401 S. Monroe Street
Elliott Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0250
(904) 488-8427
Single copies are free.

The material contained within this document has been researched, developed and written
by Juvenile Welfare Board staff. You may reproduce up to 25 copies of part of this
material without securing permission. To reproduce more than that number, please
· secure permission from the appropriate person at the Juvenile Welfare Board. In all
cases, provide proper credit to the Juvenile Welfare Board for the use of the material.

Juvenile Welfare Board
4140 49th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33709
(813) 521-1853
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1995 LEGISLATION
CLUSTER A
ABUSE, NEGLECT AND DEPENDENCY

8102

Crime Victims/Notification provides for obtaining information for notifying
victim or appropriate next of kin of victim of specified crimes, such as
domestic violence, attempted murder, sexual offense, prior to release of
defendant; requires chief administrator, or designee, of county jail,
municipal jail, juvenile detention facility, or involuntary commitment facility
to notify certain victims or appropriate next of kin of release on bail of
defendant, etc. Amends 960.001. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-254.

8114

Capital Felony Sentencing provides aggravating circumstance for capitalfelony sentencing when capital felon has committed or attempted to
commit aggravated child abuse, or when the victim of capital felony is
under 12 years old. Amends 921.141. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-159.

8280

Victims/Sexual Offense/Medical Exam abrogates repeal of provision
regarding payments by Legal Affairs Department for initial medical
examination of victim of alleged sexual offense; prohibits medical
provider from billing victim for cost of initial forensic physical exam;
requires court to order certain offenders to pay cost of initial forensic
physical exam; provides for enforcement of order; requires Florida Dept.
of Law Enforcement to develop protocols for exams. Amends 415.507;
amends/revives/readopts 960.28. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming
law. Chapter No. 95-185.

8496

Crime Victims Protection Act creates said act; provides for confidentiality
of photograph, name, or address of a victim in prosecutions for offenses
that are violations of certain provisions regarding abuse of children,
sexual battery, lewdness and indecent exposure, etc.; provides contempt
sanctions for willful and knowing disclosure of victim's identity, under
certain circumstances, etc. Creates 92.56, 794.024,.026; amends
119.07; reenacts 119.011 (3)(c). EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95. Chapter
No. 95-207.

8502

Domestic Violence Advocate and Victim provides for confidentiality under
Florida Evidence Code of communications between domestic violence
advocate and victim; defines domestic violence advocate; clarifies role of
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HAS in approving funding for newly certified domestic violence centers;
requires acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) education
program to contain certain additional information about domestic
violence; requires certain licensing boards to require a one-hour
continuing education course on domestic violence for persons licensed
under Ch. 459, Ch. 464, Ch. 466, Ch. 467, Ch. 490, or Ch. 491; provides
applicability, etc. Amends Ch. 415, 381.0038, 455.227, 626.9541;
creates 90.5036, 455.222 EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No.
95-187.

8658

oomestic Violence/Penalties prescribes that a third or subsequent
offense of battery constituting an act of domestic violence is a felony of
the third degree. . Creates 784.035. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-190.

81536

Children/Offenses Against is a compilation of several child welfare
legislation,
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•

offenses against children, provides that certain previously
convicted offenders who lure or entice, or attempt to lure or entice,
child under age 12 into a structure, dwelling, or conveyance for
other than lawful purpose commits a third degree felony;

•

abuse investigation, requires HAS to enter into agreement with
local law enforcement agencies to allow the law enforcement
entity to assume the lead in conducting potential criminaI
investigations regarding abused and neglected children

•

deoendency, revises guidelines for taking allegedly dependent
child into custody; revised guidelines allow the removal of a child
from the home if a law enforcement officer or agent of HAS has
probable cause to support a finding of reasonable grounds;
requires •reasonable grounds• for taking a child into custody and
placement in a shelter; clarifies •reasonable grounds"; requires
that child's parent or legal custodian be actually notified before
and given opportunity to present evidence at an emergency
shelter hearing; authorizes court to issue a show cause order or
impose sanctions or dismiss a case if HAS fails to prepare to
present its case within 30 days; requires any evidence presented
in a dependency hearing which was obtained as the result of an
anonymous call to be independently corroborated; provides for a
15 day instead of a 30 day extension for preparation of case
plans; provides for parents to be provided with copy of case plan
72 hours prior to filing; revises procedures of family services
response system;

•

abuse registrv, changes the names of the abuse registry and
tracking system to abuse hotline; requires confidential naming of
reporters in designated occupation categories to the abuse hotline;
provides for confidential electronic recording of call numbers of
abuse reporters by July 1, 1996;

•

Task Force, creates the Task Force on Family Safety to examine
and recommend changes to the state's child-welfare system;
requires Task Force to submit findings and recommendations by
December 1, 1996;

•

training, requires the Criminal Justice Standards and Training
Commission and HRS to assess the training curriculum of
personnel who work with families and children affected by family
violence and abuse; requires report on results of assessments by
November 1, 1995;

•

model programs, requires HRS and the Florida Dept. of Law
Enforcement to establish and evaluate two different model
programs for receiving, disseminating, and investigating reports of
child abuse, neglect and exploitation; requires model programs to
be established and operational in two counties by August 1, 1995;
requires a report on the model programs by September 1, 1995;

•

c •

classification of reports, removes references to •confirmed report,.
•proposed confirmed report• and •unfounded report• of child abuse
or neglect; allows HRS to retain all records of reported abuse until
seven years after the last entry was made or until child is 18 years
of age; removes requirement to destroy all records of unfounded
reports within 30 days; allows access to reports by parents and
custodians and by persons identified as having caused the abuse,
neglect or abandonment of a child;

•

employment screening, creates Chapter 435, which gives
definitions; sets forth standards for two levels of screening; level
one screenings include employment history check and statewide
criminal correspondence checks and may include local criminal
records check; level two screening (most child serving agencies)
includes the same as Level 1 plus fingerprinting, juvenile records
check and federal records check; gives requirements for covered
employees; gives an exclusion from employment to certain
persons; provides for an exemption from disqualification, etc.;

•

abuse reports, instructs HRS to no longer classify reports of child
abuse; provides that previous classifications are no longer valid
and are not to be used for employment screening; requires HRS
and Florida Dept. of Law Enforcement (FDLE) to develop a joint
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protocol no later than October 1, 1995 for transferring
responsibility for criminal record checks required for employment
screening to FDLE; requires that the transition be completed by
July 1, 1997; etc.
•

Amends FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95 except as otherwise
provided. Chapter No. 95-228.

S2216

Domestic Violence redefines domestic violence to include aggravated
assault, aggravated battery, stalking and aggravated stalking; revises
guidelines for liability of law enforcement officer regarding alleged
domestic violence incidents; requires arrestees to be held in custody
under certain circumstances; provides for mandatory attendance by
perpetrators in batterers' intervention programs; requires court to also
consider safety of victim's children if defendant is released; request
report to determine effectiveness of injunctions; requires child care
facilities to implement programs to assist children in preventing and
avoiding physical and mental abuse; provides applicability, etc. Amends
FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 except as otherwise provided.
Chapter No. 95-195.

H41

Sexual Battery/Law Enforcement provides legislative findings and intent;
clarifies definition of "consentn with respect to sexual battery offenses to
state •consent• shall not be deemed or construed to mean the failure by
the alleged victim to offer physical resistance to the offender; creates
provisions relating to sexual battery offenses by law enforcement officer,
correctional officer, or correctional probation officer or any other person
in a position of control or authority in a probation, community control,
controlled release, detention, etc.; provides penalties for falsely accusing
any such officer; applies to offenses committed on or after 07/01/95.
Amends 794.011. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-348.

H819

Crime Victims Records provides exemption from public records
requirements for 5 years information that reveals addresses, phone
numbers and personal assets of a victim of certain crimes (sexual
battery, aggravated child abuse, domestic violence, etc.), upon written
request of victim; provides for future review and repeal; provides finding
of public necessity. Amends 119.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon
becoming law. Chapter No. 95-320.

H1387

Guardian Ad Lttem/Civillmmuntty provides immunity to any person
participating in a judicial proceeding as a guardian ad litem. Creates
61.405. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-163.

H1627

Childhood Pregnancy Prevention creates •Florida Education Now and
Babies Later (ENABL) Acta; provides goals and essential elements of
reducing the incidence of childhood pregnancies by encouraging children
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to abstain from sexual activities; provides requirements for communitybased local contractors; provides for matching funds of dollars in cash or
in matching services for each dollar funded by the state; provides for
exemption if program conflicts with religious beliefs; provides for
implementation of program by HRS; provides for initial contract awards
no later than August 1, 1995; provides for public relations campaign;
provides for evaluation; requires biennial reports, etc. Creates
411.24,.241,.242; amends 411.202,230.2303. EFFECTIVE DATE:
06/01/95. Chapter No. 95-321.

ECONOMIC SERVICES

S188

Public Assistance creates statewide learnfare program which reduces
benefits for unexcused absences from school; provides exceptions and
an appeal process; modifies AFDC benefits - if a woman conceives a
child while receiving AFDC, the cash benefit for that child is 50% of the
maximum allowable amount and no cash benefits are provided for
subsequent children conceived; allows exceptions for child conceived as
the result of a reported rape or incest; provides for full-time students to
receive AFDC benefits until age 19; waives the 100-hour rule for AFDC
unemployed parent program and changes program eligibility from 6
months to 12 months; requires participation in community employment
and work experience program for AFDC recipients not enrolled in a job
training program, Project Independence, Family Transition Program or
not actively seeking employment; requires HRS to establish electronic
benefit transfer program; requires HRS to seek necessary federal
waivers to implement, etc. Amends Ch. 409, 817.58. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 10/01/95. No action taken as of 06/21/95.

S956

Child Support/Delinquent Obligors provides for suspension of driver's
license and motor vehicle registration by court order of a child support
obligor who is delinquent in payment; requires Dept. of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles to suspend said license and registration under
certain conditions and provides for their reinstatement; authorizes Dept.
of Revenue to make available for publication names of delinquent
support obligors and related information; provides for obligors to
participate in work experience and job training pilot program if
unemployed, underemployed or has no income; creates a pilot work
experience and job training program in two judicial circuits, etc. Amends
FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-222.

S1146

Banking/Child Support Depository Trust Fund recreates Child Support
Depository Trust Fund within Dept. of Banking and Finance; carries
forward current balances and continues current sources and uses
thereof. EFFECTIVE DATE: 11/04/96. Chapter No. 95-79.
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81174

Child Support Enforcement Application Fee Trust Fund recreates Child
Support Enforcement Application Fee Trust Fund within Dept. of
Revenue; carries forward current balances and continues current sources
and uses thereof. EFFECTIVE DATE: 11/04/96. Chapter No. 95-92.

81196

Child Support Incentive Trust Fund/Dept. of Revenue creates said trust
fund within department; provides for source of moneys and purposes;
provides for future review and termination or recreation of fund.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-111.

H997

Child Support Clearing Trust Fund/Dept. of Revenue creates said trust
fund within Dept. of Revenue; provides for source of moneys and
purposes; provides for future review and termination or recreation of
fund. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 if enacted by 3/5 vote of
membership of each house of Legislature. Chapter No. 95-371 .

H1759

Public Assistance Benefn Recovery provides for privatization of the
recovery of public assistance overpayment claims activities of HAS;
directs HAS to issue requests for proposals, receive bids, and negotiate
contracts for services; provides for funding; provides responsibility of
Economic Services Program Office for contract management and policy
development functions; provides for private contractors to give priority
consideration of HAS employees displaced by act; establishes task force
to provide reemployment assistance. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-305.

H2581

Reducing Government CosVHealth and Human Services modifies various
provisions of law in area of health and human services to reduce
governmental functions through repeal, modification, termination of
funding, or transfer of such functions; authorizes use of certain proceeds
of documentary stamp tax to provide for state and local services to assist
homeless; provides for transfer of displaced homemaker program from
HAS to Community Colleges Division of Department of Education; allows
Medicaid agency to purchase most cost-effective transportation services;
etc. Amends various FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No.
95-394.

JUVENILE JUSTICE
8216
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Habijual Juvenile Offender (OPEN GOVERNMENT SUNSET REVIEW)
amends exemption regarding records of assessment and treatment
services for serious or habitual juvenile offender, and saves said
exemption from 10/01/95 repeal; provides exemption from public records
requirements for criminal records, juvenile records, or central abuse
registry information; provides for future review and repeal, etc.
Revives/readopts/amends 39.058(4), .0582(4). EFFECTIVE DATE:
Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-256.

8408

Youth Conservation Corns Trust Fund recreates Youth Conservation
Corps Trust Fund within Dept. of Environmental Protection; carries
forward current balances and continues current sources and uses
thereof; requires 3/5 affirmative vote of membership of each house of
Legislature for passage. EFFECTIVE DATE: 11/04/96. Chapter No. 9548.

8520

Driver License/Minor/Revocation requires court to revoke or suspend
driving privilege, or eligibility therefor, of minor for placing graffiti on any
public property or private property; provides for period of revocation or
suspension of not more than one year; allows reduction of period by
performance of community service at the rate of one day for each hour
of community service; defines term •community service• as cleaning
graffiti from public property; authorizes creation of statewide crime-watch
program in public schools; provides program criteria. Amends 806. 13.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95. Chapter No. 95-164.

8682

Juvenile Offenders/Moderate-risk revises security criteria for moderaterisk residential facility for juvenile offenders to include hardware-secure or
staff secure measures; authorizes staff at facility to seclude juvenile who
is a physical threat to himself or others; authorizes use of mechanical
restraint; requires Department of Juvenile Justice to notify court of
transfer of child from commitment facility or program to another facility or
program. Amends 39.01,.021. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law.
Chapter No. 95-212.

H685

Juvenile Justice Advisory Bodies provides for Juvenile Justice Secretary
to be member of Drug Abuse Resistance Education Board of Directors;
provides for Juvenile Justice Secretary rather than HRS Secretary to
serve as member of Violent Crime Council; provides for Juvenile Justice
Secretary and executive director of Dept. of Highway Safety and Motor
Vehicles to serve as members of Criminal Justice Information Systems
Council, etc. Amends 233.0664, 943.031,.06,.1755. EFFECTIVE DATE:
05/08/95. Chapter No. 95-161.

H2023

Juvenile Sexual Offenders defines •juvenile sexual offender• and
•juvenile sexual abuse• as any sexual behavior which occurs without
consent, without equality, or as a result of coercion; requires detention
staff to notify law enforcement and school personnel of said offender's
release or transfer; provides procedures for multidisciplinary assessment;
authorizes court, subject to specific appropriation, to commit a juvenile
sexual offender for placement in specified programs; requires outpatient
sexual offender counseling, subject to specific appropriation, as
component of aftercare services for juvenile sexual offender furloughed
from commitment program; requires a family services response system
approach to reports of child-on-child sexual abuse by HRS; requires
certain services to be provided to the victim of juvenile sexual abuse;
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renames the Task Force on Juvenile Sexual Offenders and Victims of
Juvenile Sexual Abuse and Crimes to the Task Force on Juvenile Sexua·l
Offenders and their victims; requires Task Force in collaboration with the
Dept. of Juvenile Justice, HAS and others to study the requirements,
licenses, certification and training of persons providing mental health
treatment to juvenile sexual offenders, etc. Amends Chs. 39, 415.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-266.

H2505

'

Juvenile Justice makes technical and clarifying corrections in statutes
amended in 1994 Legislative Session's Juvenile Justice Reform Act;
clarifies definitions regarding juvenile proceedings; specifies that direct
contempt of court includes traffic court; revises provisions regarding
presumption against indigency to substitute references to •parent or legal
guardian•• for •defendant•; provides for notification of certain education
providers regarding specified delinquent acts; adds home detention care
as type of detention care, etc.
In addition, several pieces of juvenile justice legislation was amended to
the original bill. H2505 includes:
•

the development of a juvenile justice information system by the
Dept. of Juvenile Justice; requires the aggregation of program
information, demographic information, program utilization rates,
and statistical data on youth being served into a descriptive report
distributed on a quarterly and annual basis; changes the name of
the Criminai.Justice Information Council to the Criminal and
Juvenile Justice Information System Council; and adds the
Secretary of the Dept. of Juvenile Justice to the Council;

•

the transfer of the community juvenile justice partnership grants
program from the Department of Legal Affairs to the Department
of Juvenile Justice; amends the grant application criteria; repeals
the interagency task force in the Department of Legal Affairs
which assisted in the administration of this grant program;

•

increased penalties for juveniles found delinquent of grand theft of
a motor vehicle; allows a court to place a juvenile in a boot camp
upon a first or second adjudication of grant theft of a motor
vehicle; requires commitment to a boot camp upon a third
adjudication of grand theft of a motor vehicle; also requires the
performance of community service for each adjudication of grand
theft of a motor vehicle.

•

direction to the Departments of Education (DOE), Juvenile Justice
(DJJ), and Law Enforcement (FDLE) to create an information-

sharing workgroup for the purpose of developing and
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implementing a statewide system of sharing information among
school districts, state and local law enforcement agencies,
providers, clerks of the circuit court, DJJ, and DOE: targets three
categories of youth: (1) youth who are involved in the juvenile
justice system, (2) youth who have been tried as adults and found
guilty of felonies, and (3) students who have been serious
discipline problems in school; requires the interagency workgroup
to identify information to be shared, mechanism to share
information, legal implications, and the cost of system
improvements.
•

the creation of Second Chance Schools; defines Second Chance
Schools as a school district program provided through cooperative
agreements between agencies, for students who have been
disruptive or violent or committed serious offenses: also amends
the definition of expulsion, to authorize expulsions with or without
continuing educational services and reported accordingly;
authorizes assignment to Second Chance Schools as a method of
control or discipline of students: to the extent that funding is
available, requires all persons of compulsory school age who have
not received a high school diploma to be placed in an appropriate
program which may include traditional schools, Second Chance
Schools, and other alternatives; amends the code of student
conduct to provide notice that anyone who brings a firearm to
school or any school function will be expelled for a period of at
least one full year.

•

the authorization to establish regional residential juvenile
assignment centers for the temporary placement of juveniles
committed to moderate-risk, high-risk, or maximum risk
commitment programs: requires provision of comprehensive
behavioral, medical, academic, psychological, sociological,
substance abuse, mental health, and vocational assessments of
the juveniles. Through the use of the assignment center, DJJ will
be able to address the overcrowding of the regional detention
centers.

•

the language of H2023 - Juvenile Sex Offenders

Amends various FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95 except as otherwise
provided. Chapter No. 95-267.
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CLUSTER B
EARLY CHILDHOOD

82216

Domestic Violence redefines domestic violence to include aggravated
assault, aggravated battery, stalking and aggravated stalking; requires
child care facilities to implement programs to assist children in preventing
and avoiding physical and mental abuse; revises guidelines for liability of
law enforcement officer regarding alleged domestic violence incidents;
requires arrestees to be held in custody under certain circumstances;
provides for mandatory attendance by perpetrators in batterers'
intervention programs; requires court to also consider safety of victim's
children if defendant is released; request report to determine
effectiveness of injunctions; provides applicability, etc. Amends FS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 except as otherwise provided. Chapter
No. 95-195.

H371

Child Care Facilities requires day care facilities to post citations issued
for disciplinary actions taken against them; requires posting of such
citations for a period of one year after the citation's effective date;
requires posting of explanation and description of corrective action taken,
if any, with each citation. Amends 402.3125. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/95. Chapter No. 95-329.

H1575

EDUCATION

8562

School Capija! Outlay Surtax authorizes school boards to levy school
capital outlay surtax at a rate not to exceed 0.5 percent; requires
referendum approval; provides requirements for such levy; provides for
use of proceeds that includes fixed capital expenditures, technology
implementation, etc.; requires any school board imposing surtax to freeze
noncapital local school property taxes for a period of at least 3 years
from date of imposition of the surtax. Amends 212.055. EFFECTIVE
DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-258.

81934

Florida First Start Program revives and readopts program; clarifies role of
program in helping parents to achieve their own goals for education and
self-sufficiency and to teach parents to foster their child's development;
deletes language relating to Florida First Start Program for Model
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Schools; revives and readopts the Prekindergarten Early Intervention
Program; clarifies requirement that school district's plan for
prekindergarten early intervention program state how program supports
district's effort to achieve first state education goal, etc. Amends
230.2303,.2305. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No.
95-192.

82664

Homa Education/Public SchOQI ActivHies p t . 9 ' a l enrollment for
home education program students; a l B

enrollment program to ea~-~

n

e t

nts in the dual

edH; authorizes

participation of home ed
r r
ents in interscholastic
extracurricular
·
blic schools. Amends 240.116,
232.425. EFFECTIVE• . 07/01/95.

studen~~~

H129

Education/Full-year Credn Courses provides student requirements for the
awarding of credits for full-year courses; revises provisions relating to
high school grading system to allow a weighted grading system for class
ranking. Amends 232.2462,.2463. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-173.

H339

School Cafeterias/Sannation requires each school cafeteria to post its
annual sanitation certificate and its most recent sanitation inspection
report; deletes obsolete language. Amends 232.36. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-175.

H379

School Boards/Challenge Grants requires use of funds in the Florida
School Improvement and Academic Achievement Trust Fund to provide
challenge grants and matching endowment grants to district school
boards' direct support organizations (e.g. Pinellas Education Foundation);
provides duties; provides for allocation and matching of funds; provides
for district-level administration; authorizes district trust funds and provides
duties of direct-support organizations; prohibits certain uses of funds.
Creates 236.1229. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 if H395 or similar
legislation is adopted. Chapter No. 95-270.

H395

oeot. of Education CDOEliTrust Fund creates Florida School
Improvement and Academic Achievement Trust Fund within DOE;
provides for source of moneys and purposes; provides for future review
and termination or re-creation of fund. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 if
passed by 3/5ths vote of membership of Legislature and if H379 or
similar legislation is passed in same or extended session. Chapter No.
95-271.

H439

High School Graduation Regyirements provides that completion of
International Baccalaureate curriculum satisfies certain requirements for
a Florida High School Diploma and a Florida Academic Scholars
Certificate; revises qualification standards; for the Florida Academic
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Scholars Certificate; requires 24 credits to participate along with
appropriate grade point average and SAT score; creates provisions
relating to the Free Enterprise and Consumer Education Act for public
schools. Amends 232.246,.2465; creates 233.0641. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-180.

H1311

School Boards and Superintendents/Personnel Appointments revises
provisions regarding reappointment of personnel and nominations by
district school boards and school superintendents from early April until
the end of the legislative session. Amends 230.23,.33. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 05/08/95. Chapter No. 95-162.

H1373

Medicaid Funds/School Districts creates provision regarding Medicaid
provider agreements for school districts to set out criteria for certifying
state.match; authorizes school districts to enroll as Medicaid providers;
allows schools to receive Medicaid reimbursement for physical,
occupational, and speech therapy services for children with specific
disabilities who are eligible for both Medicaid and exceptional education
program; amends provisions regarding reimbursement of Medicaid
providers to authorize Agency for Health Care Administration to
reimburse school districts; provides for deposit and use of funds, etc.
Creates 409.9071, 236.0812; amends 409.908. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-336.

H1575

PreschOQI Children wHh Di~i!t!iiHies requlre,gcation Board to
-adopt rules establishing ratio of~dults

eschool classes for

children who have disabiiHi

of training, subject

to approval by Dept. S f f
employees who teac r
EFFECTIVE DATE: U
b

3

n
, r paraprofessional
c
ren who have disabilities.
oming law.

H1583

Education Paraprofessional changes term · e R e u to ueducation
paraprofessional'; authorizes s i a
program for career
development of education par
s
;
11es career
1
development levels; pro~f
i
n , rovides for rules; revises
terminology to conform. ~
S. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95.

H1761

Education/Students/Limited English requires each applicant for teaching
certificate to demonstrate awareness of instructional needs of students
having limited proficiency in English and to employ teaching strategies to
meet their needs; requires State Education Board to adopt rules to
implement these requirements. Amends 231.17. EFFECTIVE DATE:
Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-306.

H2047

School Bus Requirements provides exceptions to requirement that ·
students be transported only in school buses; allows transportation in a
motor vehicle designed to transport 10 or less and meets all federal
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motor vehicle safety standards for passenger cars; provides certain
exemptions from school bus inspection requirements to tax exempt
organizations. Amends 234.02, 316.615. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-177.

H2583

Reducing Government CosVEducation modifies various provisions of law
in area of education to reduce governmental functions through repeal or
transfer of such functions; transfers Division of Blind Services and all of
its powers, duties, functions, records, personnel, property, and
unexpended funds from Dept. of Education to Dept. of Labor and
Employment Security; requires specified evaluation of education
programs to be performed by Auditor General, etc. Amends various FS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-395.

CLUSTER C
HEALTH
S1020

08-GYN/Primary Care Physician authorizes female Medicaid recipient
who participates in the Medipass program to select an
obstetrician/gynecologist, who participates in the program, as a primary
care physician; reenacts provision regarding health maintenance
organization certificate requirements, to incorporate amendment of
reference of definition; defines term •primary care physician•; provides
applicability. Amends 409.9122, 641.19, 408.701; reenacts 641.495(3).
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-281.

H273

Drug-Free Wor!splace Programs/COPEN GOVERNMENT SUNSET
REVIEW) provides that exemptions from public records requirements for
certain communications and documentations regarding drug tests under
Drug-Free Workplace Act, and for specified information resulting from
drug testing programs shall not be repealed 10/01/95, etc. Reenacts and
amends various ss. of 110.1091, 112.0455, 440.102. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 10/01/95. Chapter No. 95-119.

H665

Qevelopmental Disabilities provides that individuals with •prader-Willi
syndrome• will be entitled to receive services from HAS Developmental
Services, defines term •Prader-Willi syndrome•; delays date of phase-out
of unlicensed beds in developmental services institutions from
December, 1995 to December, 1999; provides for transfer of Florida
Developmental Disabilities Council to private nonprofit corporation no
later than December 31, 1995, etc. Amends 393.063,.067; repeals
393.001. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-

293.
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H1373

Medicaid Funds/School Districts creates provision regarding Medicaid
provider agreements for school districts to set out criteria for certifying
state match; authorizes school districts to enroll as Medicaid providers;
allows school to receive Medicaid reimbursement for physical
occupational, and speech therapy services for children with specific
disabilities who are eligible for both Medicaid and exceptional education
program; amends provisions regarding reimbursement of Medicaid
providers to authorize Agency for Health Care Administration to
reimburse school districts; provides for deposit and use of funds, etc.
Creates 409.9071, 236.0812; amends 409.908. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-336.

H1627

Childhood Pregnancy Prevention creates •Florida Education Now and
Babies Later {ENABL) Act; provides goals and essential elements of
reducing the incidence of childhood pregnancies by encouraging children
to abstain from sexual activities; provides requirements for communitybased local contractors; provides for matching funds of dollars in cash or
in matching services for each dollar funded by the state; provides for
exemption if program conflicts with religious beliefs; provides for
implementation of program by HRS; provides for initial contract awards
no later than August 1, 1995; provides for public relations campaign;
provides for evaluation; requires biennial reports, etc. Creates 411.24,
.241 ,.242; amends 411.202, 230.2303. EFFECTIVE DATE: 06/01/95.
Chapter No. 95-321.

H1843

· HIYaesting permits telephonic posttest counseling for reporting the HIV
test results of a home access HIV test; requires test to be approved by
United States Food and Drug Administration; permits certain individuals
to order HIV tests from clinical laboratories; revises prohibition regarding
sale of HIV self-testing kits. Amends 381.004, 483.181, 499.005.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-308.

H2579

Reducing Government CosVMedicaid modifies various provisions of law
in area of Medicaid to reduce governmental functions through
modification, termination of funding, or transfer of such functions;
provides that Medicaid payments shall be subject to any limitations or
directions provided for in General Appropriations Act and authorizes
certain agency implementation of such limitations and directions; allows
Medicaid agency to purchase most cost-effective transportation services;
requires co-payments for additional services, such as, mental health
services, x-ray services, etc. Amends Ch. 409. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-393.

H2581

Reducing Government CosVHealth and Human Services modifies various
provisions of law in area of health and human services to reduce
governmental functions through repeal, modification, termination of
funding, or transfer of such functions; allows Medicaid agency to
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purchase most cost effective transportation services; authorizes use of
certain proceeds of documentary stamp tax to provide for state and local
services to assist homeless; provides for transfer of displaced
homemaker program from HAS to Community Colleges Division of
Department of Education, etc. Amends various FS. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-394.
MENTAL HEALTH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
S326

Psychotherapy provides definitions for •doctoral-level psychological
education• and •doctoral degree in psychology-; increases application
fees for licensure of psychologists and school psychologists; revises
accreditation provisions relating to licensure as marriage and family
therapist or as mental health counselor; abrogates repeal of provisions
relating to the practice of hypnosis by psychologists and
psychotherapists, etc. Amends Chs. 490, 491 , 456.32. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 10/01/95 except as otherwise provided. Chapter No. 95- 279.

H273

Drug-Free Workplace Programs/(QPEN GOVERNMENT SUNSET
REVIEW) provides that exemptions from public records requirements for
certain communications and documentations regarding drug tests under
Drug-Free Workplace Act, and for specified information resulting from
drug testing programs shall not be repealed 10/01/95, etc. Reenacts and
amends various ss. of 110.1091, 112.0455, 440.102. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 10/01/95. Chapter No. 95-119.

CLUSTER D
GOVERNMENT/ADMINISTRATION

S224

Audtt Reports/Public Records provides exemption from public records law
for certain audit reports and workpapers by internal auditors for or on
behalf of unit of local government; defines "unit of local government, •
which includes county, municipality, special district, etc.; provides that
audit report becomes final when presented to unit of local government;
makes finding regarding the public necessity for such exemption to allow
the auditor's investigation to be conducted as efficiently and effectively
as possible. Amends 119.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law.
Chapter No. 95-399.

S890

Government Employees' Social Securtty Numbers provides exemption
from public records law for social security numbers of current and former
agency employees; defines •agency• according to 119.011 which
includes state, county, district, municipal, and others; provides exemption
from public records law for certain personal information for Dept. of
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Revenue or local government personnel whose responsibilities include
revenue collection or enforcement or child-support enforcement, and for
certain information regarding their spouses and children, etc. Amends
119.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: 05/10/95. Chapter No. 95-170.

H29

Public Meetings/Board or Commission revises provisions which require
that meetings of board or commission of any state or local agency at
which official acts are to be taken must be open to public; requires notice
of such meetings; provides penalty {misdemeanor of the second degree)
for conduct outside state which constitutes knowing violation of such
provisions; provides state criminal jurisdiction for such conduct and
venue for public meetings law violations. Amends 286.011, 91 0.005;
creates 910.16. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No.
95-353.

H347

Neighborhood Preservation authorizes municipalities and counties to
participate in Neighborhood Preservation and Enhancement Program;
provides for designation or creation of enforcement agency; provides for
creation of Neighborhood Preservation and Enhancement Districts;
provides for creation of Neighborhood Councils; provides eligibility to
receive grants from Safe Neighborhoods Program; provides for adoption
of Neighborhood Enhancement Plans, etc. Creates 163.524,.526.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-289.

H599

Pinellas County/Juvenile Welfare Board provides that any member of
board of county commissioners of Pinellas County may serve as member
of Juvenile Welfare Board; provides a two year term of office for said
county commissioner; raises petty cash account limitation from $25 to
$100. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. not
assigned.

H1149

Public Records/Electronic Access provides legislative finding regarding
providing access to public records by remote electronic means;
authorizes, rather than requires, custodian of public records of executive
or judicial branch or political subdivision to charge fee for access to
records by remote electronic means granted under contractual
agreement with user; creates public records mediation program within
Attorney General Office to mediate disputes involving access to public
records; expands definition of public records to include •data processing
software,• etc. Amends Ch. 119, 282.307, 257.36. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-296.

H2579

Reducing Government Cost/Medicaid modifies various provisions of law
in area of Medicaid to reduce governmental functions through
modification, termination of funding, or transfer of such functions;
provides that Medicaid payments shall be subject to any limitations or
directions provided for in General Appropriations Act and authorizes
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certain agency implementation of such limitations and directions; allows
Medicaid agency to purchase most cost-effective transportation services;
requires co-payments for additional services, such as, mental health
services, x-ray services, etc. Amends Ch. 409. EFFECTIVE DATE:
07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-393.
H2581

Reducing Government CosVHealth· Services modifies various provisions
of law in area of health and human services to reduce governmental
functions through repeal, modification, termination of funding, or transfer
of such functions; allows Medicaid agency to purchase most cost
effective transportation services; authorizes use of certain proceeds of
documentary stamp tax to provide for state and local services to assist
homeless; provides for transfer of displaced homemaker program from
HAS to Community Colleges Division of Department of Education, etc.
Amends various FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-

394.
H2583

Reducing Government CosVEducation modifies various provisions of law
in area of education to reduce governmental functions through repeal or
transfer of such functions; transfers Division of Blind Services and all of
its powers, duties, functions, records, personnel, property, and
unexpended funds from Dept. of Education to Dept. of Labor and
Employment Security; requires specified evaluation of education
programs to be performed by Auditor General, etc. Amends various FS.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95. Chapter No. 95-395.

NON-PROFIT/COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

H263

Nonprofit Coroorationsf(OPEN GOVERNMENT SUNSET REVIEW)
revises exemption from public records requirements for information
obtained by Department of Legal Affairs in course of investigations of
nonprofit corporations, and provides that exemption shall not be repealed
10/01/95; states information provided to, records, and transcriptions of
testimony are exempt while the investigation is active; defines •active•
investigation; provides for future review and repeal under said act;
revises penalty for willful disclosure of confidential information. Reenacts
and amends 617.0503(6). EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/95. Chapter No.

95-116.
TAXATION AND APPROPRIATIONS

8562

School Capnal Outlay Surtax authorizes school boards to levy school
capital outlay surtax at a rate not to exceed 0.5 percent; requires
referendum approval; provides requirements for such levy; provides for
use of proceeds that includes fixed capital expenditures, technology
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implementation, etc.; requires any school board imposing surtax to freeze
noncapital local school property taxes for a period of at least 3 years
from date of imposition of the surtax. Amends 212.055. EFFECTIVE
DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-258.

82800

ApPropriations provides moneys for annual period beginning 07/01/95
and ending 06/30/96, and supplemental appropriations for period ending
06/30/95, to pay salaries, and other expenses, capital outlay - buildings,
and other improvements, and for other specified purposes of various
agencies of State government; provides retroactive effective date.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/95 or upon becoming law, whichever occurs
later, except as otherwise provided. Chapter No. 95-429. (See pages
19-21 for highlights of the Appropriations Act).

82802

Appropriations Implementing Bill provides legislative intent; authorizes
HAS to use general revenue funds to extend Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and Medicaid benefits to certain asylum applicants;
authorizes HAS and Agency for Health Care Administration to transfer
general revenue funds between them; authorizes funding of replacement
motor vehicles at juvenile justice facilities, etc. Amends FS. EFFECTIVE
DATE: 07/01/95 except as otherwise provided. Chapter No. 95-430.

H343

Ad Valorem Tax eliminates assessment of penalty and interest on
property improperly granted homestead exemption if said exemption was
granted as result of clerical mistake or omission by property appraiser;
provides requirements for advertisement regarding certain taxing districts
which collected less tax revenue than actually advertised; directs Dept. of
Revenue to conduct study regarding delayed property value adjustments
relating to the TRIM rollback advertising, etc. Amends 196.161, 200.065.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-359.

H2579

Reducing Government Cost/Medicaid (See Government/Administration

p. 15)

H2581

Reducing Government Cost/Health Services (See Government/
Administration p. 15)

H2583

Reducing Government Cost/Education (See Government/Administration
p. 15)
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1995-96 GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS ACT
KEY ISSUES
The 1995-96 Appropriations Act of $39 billion proposes reductions throughout the
state ·including the elimination of approximately 2,000 state jobs. The overall state
workforce will increase slightly, however, due to the hiring of 3,000 new prison guards
and corrections staff.
The following is just a highlight of expanded and new budget issues affecting children
and their families. The Governor vetoed a number of items in the Appropriations Act,
primarily proviso language he perceives creates and amends substantial law. Request
a copy of the General Appropriations Act and the Governor's veto correspondence for
more budgeting details.
CLUSTER A

Abuse, Neglect and Dependency
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

$2.8 million to expand services in the family builder program
$1.6 million for 50 child welfare case workers
$1.5 million for child welfare training
$500,000 for 11 full-time employees for the Florida Abuse Hotline
$300,000 to enhance Child Protection Teams
$100,000 for a study to assess the relationship between family violence and child
.. abuse and juvenile crime, criminal behavior and school behavior problems
7. $50,000 to implement a family visitation center pilot project for victims of domestic
violence
8. $100,000 to implement a statewide toll-free domestic violence hotline
9. Transfers Domestic Violence Program from HAS-Aging and Adult Services to
HAS-Children and Family Services ($6 million)

Economic Services
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

$22.6 million to expand Family Transition Program (welfare reform pilot) to
additional counties. HAS is directed to consider expanding the pilot to Pinellas,
St. Lucie, Volusia, Polk, and Duval counties
$1.3 million to establish a pilot employment project for non-custodial parents in
judicial circuits 6 and/or 13
$1 million and 16 positions for fraud and error reduction
Transfers Displaced Homemakers Program from HAS to the Division of
Community Colleges ($1.5 million)
Transfers federal JOBS program from HAS to Department of Education ($12
million)
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Juvenile Justice
1. $6.1 million for phased-in operations of
• 100 level 4 beds
• 75 level 6 beds
• 150 level 8 beds
• 200 level 10 beds
2. $1.3 million and 50 positions for secure detention capacity
3. $1.4 million for 125 Juvenile Reception Center beds for 72 days operations
4. $351,000 for 90 days operation of 60 boot camp beds
5. $1.7 million and 28 positions for delinquency case management
6. $1.2 million for 182 days of 150 intensive day treatment slots
7. $2.1 million for:
• 20 residential sexual offender beds
• 61 nonresidential slots for 365 days operation
8. $732,000 for 40 bed Forestry Camp Program for 183 days operation
9. $25.8 million for fixed capital outlay, consisting of:
• $5 million for acquisition or lease of one juvenile reception center
• $1.8 million for 60 boot camp beds
• $2.9 million for 50 detention beds
• $16.1 million for 275 commitment beds
10. 7. $400,000 for a specially adapted Family Builder pilot project for serious juvenile
offenders
11. $1.5 million for medical services for juveniles in residential programs
12. $1.4 million for training juvenile justice staff regarding mentally incompetent
juvenile offenders
13. $1 million for Alternative Education Institute
14. $8.2 million and 38 positions for juvenile justice management information system
15. $375,000 for staffing District Juvenile Justice Boards
16. $696,000 for Children In Need of Services/Families in Need of Services
17. $802,620 for 2 new PACE programs in District 9 and 12
18. $1.7 million increase for Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention Grants
19. $1 million for one-time prevention and diversion grants

CLUSTER B

Early Childhood
1. $26 million increased for subsidized care, includes
a. $9 million for general subsidized care
b. $23.4 million of federal Family Support Act funds transferred from HRS to the
Department of Education to provide child care and preschool services to AFDC
mothers who participate in the certified Teacher Aide Welfare Transition
Program (depends on federal act remaining uncapped)
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Education
1. $40 million to achieve the goal of a class size of 20 students for grades 1-3 with a
ratio of one teacher per 20 students
2. $10 million for Safe School activities which are:
• after school programs for middle school students
• other improvements to enhance the learning environment
• alternative school programs for adjudicated youth
3. $20 million for •ereak the Mold• innovative practices grants which shall include,
but not be limited to, awards for Full Service Schools, extended school year pilot
programs, Charter Schools, etc. VETOED
4. $14.6 million from AFDC grant diversion program to partially offset wages earned
by AFDC parents who have been trained and employed by school districts as
Certified Teachers Aides
5. $17.5 million from JPTA Title II-A funds to provide on-the-job training to AFDC
parents as Certified Teacher Aides
6. {See Early Childhood 1.b.)

CLUSTER C
Health
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

$2.1 million to expand Healthy Kids Corporation in Pinellas and Broward counties
($1.05 million for each county)
$200,000 for Education Now and Babies Later {ENABL) program (teenage
pregnancy prevention)
$150,000 to study the feasibility of privatizing Children's Medical Services VETOED
$50,000 for a task force on persons with disabilities to develop a long-range plan
to better organize the service delivery system
$500,000 for family planning services
$75,000 for increased sickle cell funding
$1 million for fixed capital outlay for Pinellas County Health Unit VETOED
$300,000 to enhance statewide pediatric AIDS network in Districts 7A, 78, and 12
$50,000 for Childbirth Education Program in St. John's county

Mental Health/Substance Abuse
1.
2.
3.
4.

$1.1 million for therapeutic services for children
$500,000 for mental health services for children
$1 million for substance abuse treatment services for children
$444,083 to increase state funding for the Women's Intervention Services and
Education program in District 1
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H599

Pinellas Countv/Juvenile Welfare Board provides that any member of
board of county commissioners of Pinellas County may serve as member
of Juvenile Welfare Board; provides a two year term of office for said
county commissioner; raises petty cash account limitation from $25 to
$100. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. not
·
assigned.

S16

Retirement authorizes public hospital special districts in the Florida
Retirement System to partially withdraw from system and establish
alternative retirement plan for future employees only; provides for public
hearing, for publication of notice and actuarial report; provides for
increase of retirement contributions of . 10 percent for the Regular Class;
repeals law which prohibits modification of rule regarding calculation of
average final compensation of certain individuals unless appropriation is
provided, etc. Amends 121.051. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming
law. Chapter 95-277.

S224

Audit Reports/Public Records provides exemption from public records law
for certain audit reports and workpapers by internal auditors for or on
behalf of unit of local government; defines •unit of local government,•
which includes county, municipality, special district, etc.; provides that
audit report becomes final when presented to unit of local government;
makes finding regarding the public necessity for such exemption to allow
the auditor's investigation to be conducted as efficiently and effectively
as possible. Amends 119.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law.
Chapter No. 95-399.

S890

Government Employees' Social Security Numbers provides exemption
from public records law for social security numbers of current and former
agency employees; defines •agency- according to 119.011 which
includes state, county, district, municipal, and others; provides exemption
from public records law for certain personal information for Dept. of
Revenue or local government personnel whose responsibilities include
revenue collection or enforcement or child-support enforcement, and for
certain information regarding their spouses and children, etc. Amends
119.07. EFFECTIVE DATE: 05/10/95. Chapter No. 95-170.

S1004

Public Construction/Bids/Preferences inclu~ection services
within services that may receive prefB
p itive bidding if
· ·
y
1cipality, school
bidder is Florida business~;ro
district, or other pol~
·si
e rom granting Hs local
businesses bid pref
e
r
er Florida businesses. Amends
287.084. EFFECTIVE
T . 07/01/95.
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82090

Investment Policies/Local Government requires that certain investment
activity of units of local government shall be consistent with written
investment plan; provides for establishment of certain investment policies
which place priority on safety of principal and liquidity of funds; provides
for investment objectives and performance measurement; provides for
specification of authorized investment institutions and dealers, etc.
Creates 218.415; amends FS. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/95. Chapter
No. 95-194.

H29

Public Meetings/Board or Commjssion revises provisions which require
that meetings of b'iard or commission of any state or local agency at
which official acts are to be taken must be open to public; requires notice
of such meetings; provides penalty (misdemeanor of the second degree)
for conduct outside state which constitutes knowing violation of such
provisions; provides state criminal jurisdiction for such conduct and
venue for public meetings law violations. Amends 286.011, 91 0.005;
creates 910.16. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No.
95-353.

H343

Ad Valorem Tax eliminates assessment of penalty and interest on
property improperly granted homestead exemption if said exemption was
granted as result of clerical mistake or omission by property appraiser;
provides requirements for advertisement regarding certain taxing districts
which collected less tax revenue than actually advertised; directs Dept. of
Revenue to conduct study regarding delayed property value adjustments
relating to the TRIM rollback advertising, etc. Amends 196.161, 200.065.
EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law. Chapter No. 95-359.

H1505

Florida Retirement System redefines •dependent beneficiary• to clarify
definition and provide restrictions on receipt of benefits; redefines who
may be designated member's joint annuitant; provides special provisions
for payment of certain survivor benefits to joint annuitant; provides
procedure under which cities and independent special districts may
revoke their election to participate in the Florida Retirement System;
requires establishment of an alternative retirement plan; provides for
decrease of retirement contributions of .01 percent for the Regular Class;
etc. Amends 121.021, .091. EFFECTIVE DATE: Upon becoming law.
Chapter No. 95-338.
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Interim Report to the Juvenile Welfare Board: Neighborhood Family Centers
Reginald S. Lee, Doctoral Intern

Purpose
The purpose of this interim report is twofold. First, to provide information to the Juvenile
Welfare Board that updates and clarifies progress made in implementing the neighborhood family
center initiative. Secondly, this report serves to outline the scope of the evaluation and provide
several formative IeCOmmendations to guide the remainder of the evaluation.
Neighborhood Family Centers (NFCs) were to be the "first step" in implementing JWB's
Implementation Plan for Neighborhood and Community Development Initiative 1991-1996. In
January 1993, the JWB then issued a request for proposals to develop Neighborhood Family
Centers.
In June of 1993, the Sanderlin Center on the south side of St. Petersburg and the Citizens
Alliance for Progress, a Tarpon Springs neighborhood organization operating the Union Academy
Cultural Center (UACC), were provided limited funding to initiate development of Neighborhood
Family Centers. The initial funding was to enable each center to meet pre-implementation goals
prior to receiving full program funding ($200,000). JWB viewed Neighborhood Family Centers
as the mechanism to develop family support and family empowerment. NFCs, a hub for
neighborhood activities, would provide information, support. and education. NFCs would grow
from community strengths and reflect the communities which develop them.
The evaluation project began in October 27, 1994. Area maps f~ each community were
developed that plotted program participants, staff, and board members as a measure of
community support and participation.
One day each week was spent in the centers. It was during these times that the following
were completed:
• meetings with staff at each center;
• attendance at Board of Trustees meetings;
• interviews with each program director;
• discussions with key staff at each location;
• development of a possible computer-related role for the evaluator;
• an outline for a data entry form to be used by Citizens Alliance for Progress;
• development of a database to collect information for monthly reports; and
• data entry program participant information at each center;
• activity participation and observations.
The James B. Sanderlin Neighborhood Family Center, located at 2335- 22nd Avenue
South, St. Petersburg is named in honor of an African American attorney and judge. The center
serves an area bordered by 30th Avenue to the south, 11th Avenue S to the north, 34th Street to
the west, and 9th Street to the east. Center staff are residents of the community served. The
mission of the Sanderlin Center is to lf'ZVe as a catalyst in providing a holistic approach to
· empower the community by developing the innate capabilities of the black family.
Citizen's Alliance for Progress is a non-profit, neighborhood organization ·in Tarpon
Springs, Florida whose mission is
• • • the provision of supportive services to families and children that will strengthen and
preserve families, and promote self-actualization among the members of the Black
community in particular and all of the · Tarpon Springs community in general. The
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organization is committed to serving area residents by maintaining a facility that houses
events and programs that provide mental, physical, spiritual and moral development and
to encourage neighborhood improvement, citizen education and cultural awareness. The
organization will accomplish its mission by directly providing services as well as the
brokering in of services provided elsewhere in the county by other non-profit
organizations (CAP Mission Statement, 1993).

CAP operates out of the fonner Union Academy Elementary School and provides both
direct and brokered services. The building located at 401 E. Martin Luther King Avenue dates
back to the early twentieth centmy.
Interim Findings and Recommendations
Funding for the Sanderlin Center and Citizen's Alliance for Progress NFCs was
predicated on their being most likely ''to succeed in establishing a successful Neighborhood
Family Center as envisioned by JWB.•• Both centers are on a path toward empowering
residents of their community if we think of empowered residents as those who make informed
choices regarding their future. Recognizing that the public and the 1WB are concerned that
program funding is used prudently and that NFCs must contribute to positive community
change to justify expansion and/or continued funding, the following recommendations are
offered.
First, it is recommended that the evaluation of these centers be participatory. All
stakeholders need to participate in the development of the evaluation plan and subsequent data
collection, data analysis and the writing of the final report. An evaluation team could be
developed to include directors of both programs (presently Gwen Perry and James Robinson),
a community development program staff person (Connie Caldwell), a funding and evaluation
staff person (Gary Cernan), an active participant in each program (selected by program or
voluntary), and a facilitatative evaluator (the author). Additionally, it would be prudent to
include an individual who has provided technical assistance to both groups over the years to
join this team (Linda Lockett). Inclusion of multiple perspectives should be our goal in the
development of this evaluation team.
This evaluation team would determine what data should be gathered that would highlight
program positives to be modeled in other centers. In addition, this group would develop the
questions that would drive the remainder of this evaluation. Meeting bi-weekly at a centtal
location, this team would be a formative evaluation group so that each center's staff would be
given information about what works and what does nol In some instances, this group would
direct the evaluator, i.e., request specific data or data analysis to meet individual center needs
or ask for technical assistance in a specific area. A sample letter of invitation to participate
on such an evaluation team is included in this report. The idea of collaboration between
funding agency and funded organization has already been broached in conversations with the
JWB staff persons mentioned above.
Second, it is recommended that data be collected for impact analysis after the two
existing centers have matured. This analysis would take place on both the neighborhood level
and a broader community level. Possible examples that guide this analysis are: How has the
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NFC program improved the lives of residents of Tarpon Springs African American
community? Are children ready for school? Are parents working? How are residents feeling
about themselves? Are fewer teens having babies? We might ask these same and different
questions about the South St, Petersburg neighborhood surrounding the Sanderlin Center.
JWB will need to decide whether they will follow through on their original
pronouncement to allow ''neighborhoods to tailor their responses to juvenile crime, substance
abuse, dysfunctional families and poor maternal and child health, to incorporate local
strengths and the local' manifestations of those needs" (JWB, 1993, p. 3). Comments from the
program directors about their trip to visit NFCs in Washington and Baltimore indicate the
divergent vision of JWB and the centers. It appears that CAP has moved to address the needs
of young families with children age birth to five. Sanderlin seems to have a different view
of their role in their community. Both roles can be valid ones for neighborhood family
centers. However, this may present a dilemma for JWB if it is only interested in supporting
programs that target pre-school age children and their families. In that case a decision must
be made regarding the youth development activities of the Sanderlin Center, keeping in mind
that such activities may also yield positive outcomes for children perhaps by reducing the
number of teen-parented families in future years.
Third, it is recommended that the number of activities grow to indude a broader
section of the community so that younger parents will have opportunities to socialize with
positive successful adults and their children. At present, both Sanderlin and UACC have
characteristics that are similar to Maryland's Friend of the Family model However, neither
has developed an early childhood component which focuses half-time on young families and
families with children age birth to five. Both centers offer a number of quality programs.
These programs provide a base for community building and empowerment as NFCs mature
and earlier participants give back to the centers.
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Phase II Evaluation of the
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Semi-Annual Evaluation Report
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Prepared By:
Starr E. Silver, Ph.D.
Kofi Marfo, Ph.D.

Executive Summaty
The Total Family Strategy (IFS) Program, funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB), is a
ho~based, intensive program aimed at providing an integrated set of supports and services to
yowtg families. The purpose of1FS is to build upon the inherent strengths in families and
empower them to become self-reliant. Targeted families are those who are begirming to utilize
soci8:1 services and/or are experiencing significant stn:ssors, such as housing or transportation
difficulties, unemployment, financial constraints, and/or problem behaviors among their
children. The rationale for this program is that early intervention will develop family skills and
resources to promote self-sufficiency and prevent utilization of expensive, "deep-end" services.
Families who utilize such services have been described as "million dollar families" (Friedman,
1991).
The program WDS implemented by four agencies in the tall of 1992. The first-year operation of
the program WDS evaluated by means of focus groups and a focus on initial outcomes {Massey,
Wu & Washington, 1994). In October, 1994, the second phase of evaluating 1FS began. The
goal of the second phase evaluation is to develop an appropriate methodology and set of data
collection instruments for evaluating families' long-tcmt outcomes; process evaluation is
included as part of this methodology. A new set of evaluators responded to this RFA (Silver &
Marfo, 1994) and began work on this project in late November, 1994.

This semi-annual report describes the results of activities completed in the first stage of the
Phase IT evaluation. These activities included: 1) modifying Phase I evaluation instruments and
developing new measures; 2) describing agency structure and the refenal process; and
3) describing families who entered 1FS since October, 1994 and for whom data WDS received by
March 7, 1995. Methods used to answer these questions included interviews with agency
directors and administrative stati: regular 1FS team meeting attendance, coordination with staff
at JWB, and analysis of data provided by agencies.
Revision ofPdta Collection Instruments WDS made to increase the ability of the program to
document changes in families over time. The intake form has been modified to include a
broader set of measures (economic supports, use of fonnal services) in order to describe families'
level of self-reliance prior to entering 1FS. The follow-up form builds on the work done in the
previous evaluation. In addition to measuring long-tcmt outcomes, such as employment or
education, the form includes measures of families' progress as they move through the 1FS
program. These process-oriented measures assess changes in how parents relate to their
children, and how adult family members relate to one another. The Family Rcfenal Form is a
new form designed to capture linkages between the 1FS program and the conmnmity. The list
of case plan goals and the evaluation of each family's progress on these goals will provide
infonnation to the contract manager for 1FS and the program evaluators.
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Examination of A£ency Structure and the Referral Process confirmed the prior report from the
Phase I evaluation of'IFS (Massey et al., 1994), with a few modifications. As 'IFS has
continued over time, it has become a known entity in the comrmmity and among other
professionals in the agency itself. Therefore, in addition to receiving referrals from their
agency's own intake system, 'IFS staff also receive direct referrals from outside agencies. These .
direct referrals originate either from other conummity providers (such as schools, churches, and
clinics) or from the agency's own staff who work in comrmmity-based settings (such as outreach
offices, school-based programs, and homeless outreach sites). The impact of agency structure on
'IFS program implementation is governed by a number of factors, including the orientation and
philosophy of the agency; its reputation in the conummity and its source of referrals; the way
referrals to the agency are handled; its "case mixture" (the relative mix of outpatient to
community-based services); the WFiety ofprograms other than 'IFS that it has available for
serving families; its experience with home-based services; and its size.
Characteristics ofNew Fami1ies were examined for 21 families. Analysis indicates the agencies
are serving yom1g families, with most caretakers being single parents who are caring for one or
two small children. Families are either part of the "working poor," or are currently not working
and are receiving economic supports. Parenting issues are a conmon concern among these
families, and in several instances, they are dealing with yom1g children whose behavior is
demanding and difficult Parental alcohol/substance abuse, high stress, child care concerns, and
·
housing were also issues experienced by some families.
The Plan of Evaluation Activities for the next six months includes use of a case study
methodology. As outlined in the original proposal, this method yields both qualitative and
quantitative information useful to understanding the "inner workings" of casework practice.
Case study intetviews will be conducted with eight families (2 per agency) and the staff involved
in their casework plan. For each agency, the evaluators plan to intetview one active case that has
been in 'IFS for 4-6 months. In addition, a second case will be reviewed for each agency. The
type of case chosen as the second case for review will depend upon the most important issue that
needs to be clarified in each agency. Silver and Marfo will review perfonnance data from fiscal
years 1992-93 and 1993-94 and involve the agencies and JWB in this selection process.
In addition to the case studies, the demographic characteristics oflFS families will be examined
in more detail to provide a desaiption of families who are at risk of becoming "million dollar
families." Preliminary comparisons will be based on information available from the Social
Indicator Report produced by JWB and the Florida Kids Count report to provide an initial
picture of how the characteristics of these families compare to those in the general population.
Characteristics of new 1FS families will also be analyzed in order to desaibe the clustering of
issues within the same family. This form of analysis may also mme closer to reflecting the
intent behind the development of the risk factor checklist, as it would highlight constellations of
factors, and how these factors group together in yom1g families.
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Thomas R. Gordon, MS
Department of Psychology
University of South Florida

This is the leiDi-annnaJ evaluation report for Healthy Families PiDellas submitted iD partial
fulfillment of the COIItriCt between the Juwmle Welfare Board of Pinellas~ IDd the
University of South Florida, callina for an indepeDdeat evaluation of tbe program. It
covers the period fi'om October 1. 1994 through March 31, 1995. Data were obtaiDed
ftom Healthy Families PineDu fila ad are curreat u ofMardl31, 1995.
Healthy Families Pinellas opentes with teclmicai11JPP0rt &om Healthy Families America,
aDd is specificalJy desiped to reduce the iDcidence of cbiJd abuse IDCI neglect in tarpted
census tracts in Pinellas County. h is modeled after the Healthy Start Hawati program and
is fimded by the Juvenile Welfare Board and a srant &om the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation. It consists of two parts: Early idemification of&milies at risk for cbild abuse
and/or neglect, and imeasive home visits by paraprofessioDa &mi1y IUppOrt workers
under close 111pervision by professional social workers. The program is jointly ltlfl'ecl by a
consortium composed of the PiDeUas County Health Unit, Family Service Centers, Inc.,
and the YWCA of Tampa Bay, with early identification provided by Bay&oat Medical
Center for south county and Morton Plant Hospital for DOith county. It iJ completely
voluntary on the part of the &milies.
At the end oftbe reportina period, there were 374 families receiving services (231 in lOUth
county IDd 143 in north county). Team 4 was added in north county, composed of a
combination of DeW staff and stafF transferred from existing teams. Additional capability
will continue to be added in both north and south county during the comiDg fiscal year u
funding permits. The early identification portion of the program iJ opeaating satisfactorily,
meeting its primary purpose of bringing at risk &milies into the program. Approximately
300/o of families ICI'eened are identified u needing services. Expanded early identification
in north county to other hospitals where babies from fiunilies in the designated census
tracts are also bom is well underway, with only minor adjustnieats required.

Demographically, the mean ap of mothers in the program at time of birth is 20; over 900/o
. are Afiican-American aud umnarried. Almost aD families are at or below the poverty
level, 16% are drug iDvolved, and three mothers have been reported IUV positive (no
. babies bave been 10 reported), DODe in the first balfofthis fiscal year. I!IU!IJJDi:rations are
paerally up to elate, u are administrations of the Denver D(ll) child development
iDstrumeut, wbicb indicates that the vast majority of the babies are making satisfictory
progress. To easure that the Denver D(R) iJ used to its fuD extent, ldditional training may
be required. Bonding iJ good IDd over 90'.4 ofthe &milies have medical &cllities
desipated for their use. Crisis CODtacts with ftmiJy 111pport workers continue to &U u a
fimction of time in tbe program, an indication that mothers are becoming more lelflllfficieat. IDclncfina other houlebold members residing with our fiunilies, we • inwte that
over 1800 people are beDefitiDa directly or iDdirectly fi'om the program.

Family support plans ue being completed in a timely way. To date, ccmteut analysis bas
been performed on a total of 132 case files (35% of total &milies in the progrmn). This
analysis substantiated the treDd indicating that those &milies whose goals are specific; and
who have established iDterveaiDg goals IDd objectiYea, tend to make better progress
toward goal accompt;shment. To improve the capability of family support workers to
assist families with goal tettiDg, the evaluation stafF CODducted goal wetting tniDiDg for all
family support workers IDd field supervisors during the secoad quarta'. Coupled with
iDcreased rnanaaemeat emphasis on the &mily support plan in ~ and family goals in
particular, we expect to see more &milies ICCO!DplisbiDg their soals, aDd therefore making
more rapid progrea in the program.. We will CODtinue to petfonn conteDt analysis on
ldected files to see if this iDcreased emphasis is having the desired effect.
The report by Healthy FIIDilies on the program's measurable objectives for the first baJf of
tbe fiscal year is due to the Juvenile Welfare Board by tbe eDd of April, 1995.
Accordingly, it wu DOt available for our review, aDilysis, IDd comment in time to be
included in this report.
As always, the key iDdicltor for Healthy Families PiDellas is CODfirmed cues of cbild abuse
and neglect arising in program families. During the first baJf of the fiscal year there were

no new cases reported, contiiUiing the exceUem record establisbeclliDce program
inception.
Notwithstanding considerable turnover and staff cbaDges, especially llllOD8 muagement
personnel duriDg the reporting period, the indicaton Jbow that the Healthy Families
Pinellas Program is well managed and sucwoec1ing in its objectives of providing valuable
IUpport to its tarpted conannmities.
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PERSONNEL REPORT FOR MAY 1995
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
ReclassHicatlons:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:

James B. Andrews- Program Consultant II (Training)· 5/22195
None
None
None
None
None
Mary Jane Hukalowlcz- 5/13/85- Ten years
Mary K. Moser- 5/19/86- Nine years
Beverly A. Lightfoot- 5122190- Five years
MaryEllen Alexanderwlcz - 5/2/91 - Four years
Laura G. Peele- 5/3/93- Two years
None

NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:

STAFFJTEMS
Coordinated Child care
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

None
None
None
None
None
None
Linda C. Black - To regular • 4/25/95
None
None
Nina G. Winters· 5/1/86- Nine years
Gall A. Alexanderwlcz • 5/11/89- Six years
Mary L. Brown- 5/19189 ·Six years
Nancy E. Otte • 5/13/91 • Four years
Allee L. Smith - 5/24/93 • Two years
Dana M. Stajkowskl· 5/1/87- Eight years
Patricia M. Van Alstine- 5/27/86 • Nine years
Christine E. calhoun - 5/3/88 - Seven years
Mary E. Blayney - 5/4/89 - Six years
Sharon L. Lanphear - 5/30/89 - Six years
None
None
None
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jUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINFJ> BALANCE SHEET- All FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
MAY 31, 1995

Govanmeut
Fund
General

Fiduciary ACCOUNT GROUPS
Fund
Agency
Fixed Asset LT. Debt

TOTALS
1995

1994

ASSETS

Interest Bearing Deposits
lnvestments-Def.Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land &Improvements
Bu~ding & Improvements
Fumiture,Fixtures&Equip.
Amt.Provided for Comp.Abm
TOTAL ASSETS
UABIUilES
Vouchers&Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL UABIUTIES

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Gen.Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL UAB. & FUND

$ 12,958,387
$ 1,059,557
344,224
179,447
87,571
812,883
14,266
243,496
2,317,496
557,876

!

14.,396.778

$

248,723
3,063

!

1.059,557

!

3.118.868

!

4681089
468.089

$ 12,958,387
1,059,557
344,224
179,447
87,571
812,883
14,266
243,496
2,317,496
557,876
4681089
! 19.043.292

$ 11,238,402
955,392
220,204
265,811
87,571
426,429
10,453
243,496
727,496
525,411
4431290
! 15.143.9!'

$

$

468,089
1,059,557

I

1

!

871571
3391357

1

110591557

1

181,378
25,000
3,322,116
10152§1927
$1410571421
14.,396.778

!

11059,557

!

Q

1

4681089

1

248,723
3,063
468,089
1,059,557
871571
118671003

3,118,868

3,118,868

$311181868

0
181,378
25,000
3,322,116
1015281927
$1711761289

~1 1181 868

J

4681089

!

19.043~2

!

24,964
26,679
540,816
955,392
871571
116351422

1,496,403

157,880
1,379,477
1014741773
$1315081533

J

1511431955

jUVENIU: WELFARE BOARD
GENERAL FUND
INTERIM STATFMENT OF~ EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING MAY 31, 1995

{CURRENT Y.T.D.% -= 67%)

YTD as % of Bdgt
ANNUAL
BUDGET

MON'IHLY

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

ACTUAL

1995

1994

REVENUE
269,479

$ 21,967,478

96%

95%

56,000

4,412

54,219

97%

93%

Intergovernmental

596,847

48,544

344,860

58%

55%

Interest on Investments

311,057

64,232

376,370

121%

71%

Miscellaneous

224,144

4,109

168,118

75%

100%

1421271

112181586

24.137,674

533.047

24.129.631

100%

99%

(3,037,609}

(220,314}

(1,872,480}

62%

62%

(21,646,050}

(1,279,606}

(10,737,127}

50%

54%

(2,776,131}

(31,642}

(2,254,629}

81%

51%

(2481610)

(119941166)

{1.780.172)

{16.858.402)

61%

64%

961021

8441009

(111511104)

811151238

Property Taxes

Fees

$ 22,949,626

Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE

$

:eXPENDITURES

Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

{27.459,790)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB
EXCESS(Deficiency) of Revnue over Expend

(313221116)

FUND EQUITY
RESERVED -Encumbrances
UNRESERVED-Disability

181,378

-Anniversary

c

-F/Y Expenditure

25,000
3,322,116

3,365,454

-Undesignated

TOTAL FUND EQUITY

213701351

!

14.057.421

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING MAY 31, 1995
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % • 67%)
IION'IH
ACIUAL

BUDGET

Y.T.D.
ACIUAL

~OF

1,5

DIRECTOR

Penonael

s

Operating

134,537

s

10,957

s

101,624

76%

BUDGET
1,.

71%

45,582

1,364

16,994

TOTAL

110,119

gm

!!!.ill

66%

63%

Penonael

89,625

6,760

58,514

65%

65%

11,549

1,169

14,087

76%

86%

TOTAL

101,174

7.'129

~

67%

69%

Penonael

192,784

11,810

121,247

63%

67%

64,560

1,290

22,563

35%

40%

37%

36%

Capital

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

Openting

Capital

COMMUNICATIONS

Operating

Capital

3,000

TOTAL

FINANCE

.-1m

~

U,100

145,749

56%

62%

Penonael

242,577

18,462

159,065

66%

67%

Operating

53,459

707

39,249

73%

86%

TOTAL

~

19.1"

m-ill

67%

70%

Penonuel

219,880

13,945

122,822

56%

55%

141,370

22,084

85,674

61%

86%

Capital

SYSTEMS&SUPPORT

Operating

Capital

~

..l...!Q.L

TOTAL

~

~

211,797

58%

70%

Penonael

512,631

38,669

336,116

66%

65%

Operating

24,178

983

21,197

88%

88%

~

~

357,313

67%

66%

COMMUNITY SERVICES Penonael

454,591

34,339

292,295

64%

63%

Operating

56,274

3,023

26,959

48%

55%

TOTAL

~

~

~

62%

62%

Penonael

236,743

18,821

136,959

58%

65%

Operating

98,586

3,432

17,899

18%

16%

PROGRAMS

Capital
TOTAL

Capital

RESEARCH

Capital

3,000

TOTAL

TRAINING

Penonael
Operating

....1.ill.

~

~

157,!)43

46%

52%

309,899

23,231

202,267

65%

64%

133,784

9,268

89,524

67%

74%

~

32,4,

291,791

66%

67%

.L!Z2a2

62%

62%

Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

!

~

!

~

!

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT

FOR PERIOD ENDING 05/31/95

BANK

ACCOUNT

AMSOUIH BANK

Market Investment for Disability
Self Ins.Fund

2.05%

AMSOUIH BANK

Pooled Funds

5.625%

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS TRUST

Investment Pool

5.90%

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

YIElD

$183,671.12

$320.99

$13,105,435.45

$68,324.90

$524,678.32

$2,615.07

$13,813,784.89

$71.260.96

Budget Comparison
{Year To Date)
BUDGET

YfDACTUAL*

$311,057

$458,089.72

%
147%

Over/Under
$147,032.72

**Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

BUDGET AMENDMENTS
TIDSMONTII
BAYFRONT MEDICAL CENTER· HEALTIIY FAMiliES PINELLAS
To transfer $1050 from operating expenses to group insurance and unemployment
compensation due to increased costs in these benefits.
RESOURCE CENTER FOR WOMEN
To transfer $3668 from FICA and group insurance to several operating lines which were
under projected.
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS· MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSEliNG
To revise salaries and fringe to reflect raises that were implemented a year ago.
ECKERD FAMILY YOUfH ALTERNATIVES- EARLY INTERVENTION
Travel costs will be less than projected and it is requested to increase insurance since the
program's liability insurance premium has increased.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES

African American Leadership
Asian Family & Community· Intergenerational
Bethel Community Church · Black History
Caring Active Parents, Inc.
Child's Park
Citizen's Alliance
Coordinated Child Care
Family Services Center
Girls, Inc.
G.C. Jewish Mental Health Service
Pinellas County Urban League
Riviera Middle School • Intergenerational
Sanderlin Family Center ·
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
Stepping Stone
Y.W.C.A.
Youth Homes of Florida

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
None

$2,800
1,680
500
3,992
2,422

20,000
382,812
76,147
20,000
16,247
28,172
1,500
8,500
11,800
5,100
8,696
10,931

-

••• • i

Regular Meeting June 8, 1995

ITEM #IV .F.

SITE VISIT
CHEDULE AND SUMMARIES

PROGRAMS & FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
OF
PINELLAS COUNTY
4140 49th Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida ·33709

~.

L

t

RATING CRITERIA
FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES

Obje~tive

Exceeded

Objective Met

101%+

IOO'k

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%
Below 70'k

Outstanding

Exceeded or met I OO'k of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90'k of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70'k of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70ll of objectives

Site Visit Schedule

June 5, 1995

Operation PAR-COSA Program

June 8 & 9, 1995

Suncoast Center for Community Mental HealthHomebased Intensive Family Service

June 12 & 13, 1995

Gulf Coast Jewish Family & Mental Health ServicesAdopt-A-Grandchild & Linking Lifetimes Programs

June 12, 1995

Family Service Centers-Central Intake
and Management Information

June 13 & 14, 1995

Family Service Centers-Marriage & Family Counseling

June 13 & 14, 1995

Suncoast Center for Community Mental HealthChildren's Outpatient Program

June 14, 15, 16, 1995

YWCA of Tampa Bay-Adolescent Pregnancy & Parenting Services
and Emergency Shelter Program

June 20, 1995

Pinellas County License Board

June 22, 1995

Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health-Early
Intervention Program

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact Mike
Schmidt.

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:

Pinellas Association for Retarded ChildrenHomebound Early Intervention
Preschool Early Intervention
Pinellas County Urban LeagueComprehensive Family Services
Pinellas Private Industry CouncilYouthBuild-St Petersburg
Sixth Judicial Circuit CourtChild Custody Investigations
United Methodist MinistriesSoutheast Asian Preschool
Upper Pinellas Association for Retarded CitizensHomebound Program
Preschool Early Intervention

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AQew:;y:
Program:

Pinellas Association for
Retarded Children (PARC)
Homebound Ear1y Intervention

RscaiYear:
Total Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:

Date of Site VISit:

March 23- April4, 1995

(FY93-94)

1994-95
$36,559
$32,007
$491

The PARC Homebound Program provides an in-home training/therapy program for children between the
ages of birth and three years who are unable to be integrated into a preschool program. Usually these
children are medically fragile or have significant congenital defects. The program offers home visits by a
teacher who works with the child and the caregiver to provide therapy and training through the use of an
individualized program tailored to the child's needs.
Evaluation of this program consisted of review of fiscal and programmatic records and client files, and
interviews with staff. The Homebound Ear1y Intervention program had six measurable objectives for FY
93-94. All but one of the objectives were met/exceeded. The Minimum Service Level of services to
children was met as the program provided services to 25 and was exceeded for adults as services were
provided to 47 caregivers during FY 1993-94.
A major strength of the program is that it can work one-on-one with the child and the caregiver. The
homebound teacher is able to offer support to the parent of a medically fragile child in making
adjustments in expectations. She can also significantly improve the child's quality of life through her
intervention. Often, children with whom she works improve to the point where they can transition to the
preschool.
There were no programatic recommendations nor was any corrective action required.
recommendations were made by the Fiscal Analysts.

Cortract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

c

No

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Agency:

Program:

Pinellas Association for
Retarded Children (PARC)
Preschool Early Intervention

Date of VISit:

March 23- April4, 1995

Fiscal Year:
Total Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:
(FY 1993-94)

1994-95
$1,321,700
$313,870
$12,982

The PARC Preschool is a special classroom and therapy program for high risk, developmentally delayed
children from birth to three years. It serves the Pinellas County area south of Ulmerton Road. The
program offers a low adult/child ratio, a well-equipped facility, specially trained staff and ancill.ary services,
such as speech, physical and occupational therapy. The availability on site of these services makes this
program attractive to parents of children with special needs.
Evaluation of this program consisted of review of fiscal and programmatic records and client files,
interviews with staff and observation in all classrooms. The Preschool Early Intervention program had six
measurable objectives for FY 93-94. All of the objectives were met or/exceeded. The Minimum Service
Level of services to children was also exceeded as the program provided services to 1 03 children during
FY 1993-94.
Major strengths of the program are its low adult/child ratio and excellent staff/child interaction. The staff
are motivated and committed to give their best to their children. Other strengths include the well planned
classrooms with the necessary equipment; and the availability of special services such as specialized
therapies on site.
·
There were no programatic recommendations nor was any corrective action required.
recommendations were made by the Fiscal Analysts.

Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

c
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

AQeooy:

Pinellas County Urban League

Program:

Comprehensive Family Services

Date Of Visit:

January 27, 1995

Fiscal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:

1994/95
$226,553
$81,295
$417

(FY 1993194)

The Comprehensive Family Services Program provides social services to meet the needs of children and
adults who are residents of the unincorporated area in Pinellas County known as the "Ridgecrest" area.
All services are provided from the OMNI center, a social service and recreational facility which is owned
by Pinellas County and under the Urban League's management. The program is jointly funded by the
Juvenile Welfare Board and Pinellas County Community Development Department. JWB funds social
services and the County funds recreational activities at the center. Direct service activities include
information and referral, family life education, recreation and community outreach. Staff also supervise
delivery of an after-school tutorial program and a nine-week summer day camp as well as coordinate
services by other human service organizations.
Monitoring activities included interviews with program staff, observation of center activities, review of
client files and an exit conference with the Executive Director, Center Manager, Director of Programs and
the Comptroller. The visit also included an assessment of program services, staffing pattern, program
statistics and performance on measurable objectives.
During FY 1993-94 the program served 312 youth and 200 adults. Performance on measurable
objectives has been outstanding for the past three years. Program staff provide family life education,
referrals to community resources and recreational activities to local residents.
The strengths of the program are the central location in the community, the programming/services
provided for the residents and the outreach to the various neighborhoods. The Center is readily
accessible to self referred , walk-in clients as well as for scheduled contacts. Staff interact positively with
the residents on a daily basis and respond to the most basic needs of families as well as to neighborhood
and community issues.
There was one programmatic recommendation to provide training in documenting case management
services. The fiscal monitors found twelve exceptions and asked the agency to submit a corrective action
plan approved by their board of Directors.

Cortract Manager: Patricia S. Davis

c

c
SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Aoerct:
Program:

Date Of VISit:

Pinellas Private
Industry Council
YouthBuild
St. Petersburg
February, 14 & 171995

AscaiYear:
Program Cost:

JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:

1994-95
$842,269
$32,114
NA*

• FY 1993-94 was start up

The Youthbuild St. Petersburg (YSP) program replicates a national Youthbuild initiative and it is the first
program of this type attempted in Pinellas County. Locally, the program is a collaborative effort of JWB,
the City of St. Petersburg, the Pinellas County School Board, the Youthbuild Management Committee
and the Pinellas Private Industry Council. The program trains and prepares young people who have
dropped out of school, are in the 16-24 age group, are economically disadvantaged and who reside in
the target area. The youth alternate between hands on training in construction (they learn to
rehabilitate/build homes), and classroom instruction at the Pinellas Technical Education Center (PTEC).
Also, there is a strong youth leadership component that stresses self governance, community
involvement, and project management. At the conclusion of the program year the participants are
assisted in job placement. A counselor on site assists and supports the participants with emotional,
health, childcare, or financial issues. Recaptured funds (from the sale of the home) are then used to
acquire additional properties to perpetuate the program. The homes are located in the target area and
sold to low income families .

c

During the visit interviews were held with staff and several participants. Program files, objective data,
methodology, the quarterly HUD report , the National YouthBuild report, and contract compliance were
reviewed and discussed. Both the construction site and the school site were also visited.
The program met or exceeded all of its start-up objectives for FY 1993-94, and achieved a rating of
outstanding. Although the program did not serve any clients in FY 1993-94, the application for HUD
funding was completed and successful. The program did considerable wor1< planning, training, hiring,
promoting, and screening participants in anticipation of the program starting in October. The program
was in compliance with its FY 1994-95 JWB Agreement.
The major strength of the program is the design itself which allows for multiple positive outcomes for
both the youth and the comrrunity. High risk drop-out youth are given an opportunity to learn and earn.
The leadership component gives youth a sense of self esteem and new hope. Blighted homes in the
target area are rehabilitated by the youth in training, and sold to low income families in the community.
Another strength is the collaborative wor1< of the Management Committee, which provides strong
leadership and focus to the program. Also, all staff seem to be well versed in the area of cultural
diversity and the unique needs of the participants. Finally, the program was commended by the
national YouthBuild program (YouthBuild USA).

c

It was requested that the program assure that a viable wor1< site is always available, that the program
seek methods to improve attendance, and that the participant files include the information kept by the
· social worker. It was suggested that the program collaborate with other programs that have mentoring
components. The JWB Fiscal report requested that the agency segregate the duties of their accounting
specialist, and that odometer readings be included on mileage logs. Additionally, the program was
requested not to ask for JWB reimbursement of sales tax, and that backup financial records be kept off
site or in a fireproof cabinet.

Contract Manager: Gary Ceman

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Agency:

Sixth Judicial Circuit Court

Program:

Child Custody Investigations

Date of VISit:

January 20, 1995

FISCal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:

Cost Per Client:

1994/95
$121,181
$62,593
$342

(FY 1993-94)

The Child Custody Investigations Program provides the court with an objective independent study
concerning custody and placement of children based upon ,he best interest of the child". Investigators
assimilate all pertinent information and prepare a comprehensive report with recommendations for the
presiding judge. The completed report includes recommendations based on fact, including designated
primary residential parent, suggested visitation, counseling and parenting classes.The Child Custody
Investigations program provides an essential service for the circuit court. The investigative process
diffuses potentially violent domestic situations and provides for the best parent/child relationship. Final
recommendations are geared to strengthening the families through intervention and educational
programs. Since the reorganization and implementation of the Family Law Division in 1992 there has
been a greater emphasis on cooperation among the various court programs relating to families and
children. This has ultimately resulted in greater efficiencies in the operation of this program and services
to families .

c

The site visit consisted of an overview of the program with the Deputy Court Administrator and included
an assessment of program services, staffing pattern, program statistics, outcome objectives as well as
interviews with individual staff and a review of client files.
The Child Custody Investigations program staff completed approximately 70 court ordered investigations
during FY 1993-94. One hundred percent (1 00%) of the investigations were completed within ninety (90)
days. Through a sampling of the judges, it was revealed that the recommendations of the Court's Special
Investigators were relevant one hundred percent (1 00%) of the time in making their final rulings. The
program served 142 families, 152 children, and 201 adults. The performance rating on measurable
objectives has been outstanding for the past three years. The number of children, adults and families
served decreased twenty-seven percent (27%) during fiscal year 1993-94 because the families are now
assessed a fee in advance of the home study. This action resulted in some families choosing to settle out
of court rather than pay the required fees. The program received monies from the State's Family Court
Initiative Trust Fund to hire two additional "Special Investigators" to work in Pinellas and Pasco County.
There were no recommendations as a result of this visit.

Contract Manager. Patricia S. Davis

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Agency:

United Methodist Ministries

Program:

Southeast Asian Preschool

Date Of Visit:

April4, 1995

AscaiYear:
Total Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:
(FY93-94)

1994-95
$49,313
$21 ,218
$320

The United Methodist Southeast Asian Pre-school and Christian Ministries is the only program of its type
in Florida. It meets the early educational and cultural needs of children in the Lao, Vietnamese and
Cambodian communities. The preschool assists Southeast Asian refugee children and their families in
successful acculturation, while maintaining respect for their ethnic heritage. This is accomplished by
offering supportive social services which address basic needs such as medical, housing, employment and
education. The preschool prepares children for a successful entrance into a public kindergarten class.
Homebased educational programs are provided for isolated Southeast Asian women through a tutoring
program which is replacing the group classes which were offered through the Village School House.
Evaluation of this program consisted of review of fiscal and programmatic records and client files,
interviews with staff and clients and observation at the preschool.
The Southeast Asian Preschool program had five measurable objectives for FY 93-94 pertaining to the
Preschool and four pertaining to the parent component. The program meVexceeded or substantially meet
these objectives. It is expected that the program will have similar success in meeting their objectives in
FY 94-95.
The program staff work creatively with the children and their families to meet a broad spectum of needs.
Family members are often illiterate in their own language, some having had no school experience at all in
their country of origin. Many of the families have survived shocking hardships and deprivation in their
homelands. They are entering a culture which is alien and sometimes incomprehensible. Most are faced
with learning a language which has no basis of similarity with their own. Support systems are often
inadequate, and the social service system is not culturally sensitive to their needs. The agency acts, with
considerable success, as a buffer between the families and the system whenever possible, attempting to
educate both sides so that they can better work together.
No programmatic deficiencies were identified. Two fiscal recommendations were made pertaining to
organization of personnel files and inclusion of pu·rchasing policy in the accounting manual.

Comact Manager-Maryellen Alexanderwicz

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
Agency:

Upper Pinellas Association for
Retarded Citizens (UPARC).

Fiscal Year:
Total Budget:

Program:

Homebound Program

JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:

1994-95
$105,056
$85,023
$733

(FY 93-94)

Date Of Site
Visit:

March 2 , 1995

The UP ARC Homebound program is an early intervention program providing services in the child's home.
The service population is composed of children from birth to 1hree years who are medically fragile or who
are considered to be developmentally at risk. Children are referred by hospitals, doctors, family, friends
and social service or health agencies. The majority of referrals are currently initiated by Developmental
Evaluation & Intervention. The program has two homebound specialists who each provide services to a
caseload of up to 15 children. The service is usually provided in the child's home, but can be provided in
the home of a child care provider. An individualized program is developed designed to aid the child, with
the assistance of the parent, to develop his/her maximum potential. The primary caregiver is encouraged
to be the primary trainer. The services of a social worker, speech, physical and occupational therapist
are also available.
A site visit was made to the UPARC administrative offices, client files were reviewed and both
homebound teachers and the program manager were interviewed. Telephone interviews with parents
were made.

c

The program's progress so far seems to indicate that it will meet its measurable objectives. It exceeded
both its measurable objectives and minimum service levels for FY 93-94. The program's strengths
include a staff who are committed to the enhancement of the quality of life of the children in their care.
Each child's program is tailored to fit individual family needs. Flexibility in order to meet these needs is
built into the program.
There were no programmatic or fiscal recommendations. No corrective action was required.
Contract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz

c
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SITE VISIT SUMMARY

Agency:
Program:

Upper Pinellas Association for
Retarded Citizens (UPARC)
Preschool Early Intervention

Date of Site
VISl:

February 10, 1995

Fascal Year:
Total Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:
FY93-94)

1994-95
$630,819

$64,774
$3,704

The UPARC Preschool is a special classroom and therapy program for high risk, developmentally
delayed, mentally or physically handicapped children six months to three years. It serves the Pinellas
County area from Pasco County south to Ulmerton Road. The program integrates typically-developing
children into its program. Its low adult/child ratio, excellently equipped facility, specially trained staff and
the ancillary services available, such as speech,·physical and occupational therapists, make the program
very attractive to parents of non-delayed children.
Evaluation of this program consisted of review of fiscal and programmatic records and client files ,
interviews with staff and observation in all classrooms and phone interviews with parents of children
participating in the program.
The Preschool Early Intervention program had four measurable objectives for FY 93-94. All of the
objectives were met or exceeded. Major strengths of the program are its low adult/child ratio and
excellent staff/child interaction which allows for maximum meaningful interaction between caregiver and
child. The availability of specialized therapists allows the children to make and maintain developmental
milestones. Integration of the therapies into the classroom activities is an additional gain.
There were no programmatic recommendations nor was any corrective action required.

Cortract Manager: Maryellen Alexanderwicz
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PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

MAY, 1993:
MAY, 1994:
MAY, 1995:

1,318

881
833

YID 1992/3:
YID 1993/4:
YID 1994/5:

8,600
13,208
8,038

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

MAY, 1993:
MAY, 1994:
MAY, 1995:

1,494
2,433
94

YID 1992/3:
YID 1993/4:
YID 1994/5:

5,211
7,131
1,257

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:

MAY, 1995

927

YID 1994/5:

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

9,295
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

9,295

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY ..,PDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE
~/1195

'r:;HANNEUNG ANGER
'r:;ONSTRUCTTVELY

~12195

~UILDING

~12195

'JUILDING SELF-ESTEEM
NCHIWREN

SELF-ESTEEM

~12195

rEAM BUILDING fiEALTHY FAMIUES
PINElLAS

5/6195

PEOPLE PROBLEMS:
CREATING WIN-WIN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

SITE

PLANNED ACTIV11Y

JWB

rAMPBEU PARK
gLEMENTARY SCHOOL

JWB

PRESENrOR{S)

r_.owsHIP HALL

JWB

~ITUATIONS

1YPE

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN SKIUS AND
&TRATEGIES FOR HELPING CUENTS
~ANAGE ANGER.

ITACK HARTMANN, M.A.

!pROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN CREATIVE

ITACK HARTMANN, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN TECHTO ENHANCE SELF-ESTEEM IN
'r:;HIWREN AND FAMIUES.

uUCIE MAUNSKI

PROFESSIONAL

i4LLHFP STAFF WILL PARTICIPATE IN
VARIOUS PROBLEM SOLVING AND
~AM BUILDING ACTIVffiES.

UNDA WCKEIT, M.S.

PROFESSIONAL

11/S WORKSHOP WILL EXPWRE
rmLATIONSHIPS AND STRATEGIES FOR
"'REATING WIN/WIN SITUATIONS
WONG PEOPLE.

UNDA WCKEIT, M.S.

PROFESSIONAL

~CTIVrnES FOR BUILDING SELF~STEEM IN CHILDREN

~IQUES

~ALVATION ARMY FEL-

n . .,. .,

I

)/8/95

4CTIONS,
roNSEQUENCES, AND
4CCOUNTABIUTY

rwcA SOUTH COUNTY

11IS INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP WILL
PROVIDE YWCA STAFF OPPORTUNmES
ro EXPWRE THEIR ACTIONS AND
rEAM ACTIVITIES IN REGARD TO
"ONSEQUENCES AND JOB ACCOUNTUJIUTY.

UNDA WCKEIT, M.S.

!PROFESSIONAL

518/95,
)/15195

,:;ATHERHOOD IN THE 90'S

~PETERSBURG TIMES

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN INSIGHTS
NTO THE ROLE OF FATHERHOOD IN
rHEFAMILY.

:ACK HARTMANN, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

~19195

PUBUC SPEAKING FOR
11E HUMAN-SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL

11IS WORKSHOP WILL OFFER PRACTI~AL SKILLS FOR EFFECTIVE PUBUC
[.PEAKING.

:ACK HARTMANN, M.A.

!PROFESSIONAL

JWB

0

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONTHLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES
DATE
~/12/95

PlANNED ACTIVl'IY

DEVEWPING SOCIAL
YOUNG
CHIWREN

SITE

fllGH POINI R CLUB

DO IT YOURSELF WORK-

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN SKILLS AND

PRESENI'OR(S)

1YPE

:.tCK HARTMANN, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

~CTIVITIES FOR DEVEWPING SOCIAL
~KILLS IN CHIWREN.

~KILLS IN

~/13195

BRIEF DESCRIP110N

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL SHARE INFORMA'nON ABOUT THEIR AGENCIES AND
WIU GATHER RESOURCES FROM
'pTHER SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY.

'fiM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

SHOP

~/14!95

WYHANCING CHIWREN'S
SEU'-ESTEEM DURING
f,/OME VISITS

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WIUREVIEW
'r:;HIWREN'S UTERATURE AS AN ES'rf;EM-BUIWING RESOURCE FOR
fJOME VISITATIONS

RJ. DOODY, PH.D.

!pROFESSIONAL

~116195

j4sSESSMENT OF THE
f/OME: RED FLAGS f{EALTHY FAMIUES
WORKERS/STAFF

JWB

frHJS WORKSHOP WIU PROVIDE
recHNIQUES FOR IDENTIFYING AND
DEAUNG WITH HOME VISITATION RED
PLAG SITUATIONS.

UNDA WCKETT, M.S.

!pROFESSIONAL .

OBSERVATION AND
DOCUMENIATION:
.,_.AMILY PARTNERS STAFF

TBA

1/IS WORKSHOP WIU PROVIDE
DPPORTUNlTIES FOR FAMILY SUPPORT
WORKERS TO ENHANCE THEIR SKILLS
N OBSERVATION AND DOCUMENIA'nON.

UNDA WCKEIT, M.S.

~123195

i

!PROFESSIONAL
i

• ..'-

.,
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Kuoos

Detective Wins
Soc,al Service Honor
n_Ma~, ~ecti~e Edmund C. Short ~f the Youth SerVICes DiVISion, Pinellas County Shenff's Office, was
named the 1994 Cooperman-Bogue Award winner. The
Cooperman-Bogue Award, named after two founders of
the Juvenile Welfare Board. honors outstanding social services workers in the county.
Short has been with Juvenile Diversion and Investigation of Runaway and Missing Children for four years, and
has been employed a total of 16 years with the Sheriff's
Office.
Other 1994 quarterly recipients were Lois Rubaii, a
children, youth and family counselor with the Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services District 5;
Carole L. Watson, a delinquency case manager with the
Florida Department of Juvenile Justice; and Peg Atamian,
a clinical social worker with Children's Medical Services.
The Cooperman-Bogue Awards are co-sponsored by
the Western Reserve Life Division of AEGON USA and
IDEX Mutual Funds Area business donors include Basket
Delicacies, Stress Relief Center, Bloclcbuster Entertainment,
Leverocks, Morton Plant H~ital, Glass Canvas Gallery
and Media Concepts. •
.
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Handyman Services
Steak&Aie

A Quality Dentures Service
47Yun
Central Vacuum
43Yun
Anderson McQueen
Buchan Gas Company
41 y_..
U.S. Homes
38Y-.
Citrus County
Chamber of Commen:e
32Y-.
Bender Mower Service
31 y_..
Suncoast Manor

JOY-.
BayfrontCen~

Lakewood Park Apartments
Park Plaza Merchants

29Y-.
Loraines Hair Stylinr Academy

28Y-.
All Children's H08pital
26Y-.
St. Petersburg General H08pital
24Y-.
Prudential Floricb RHity
23Y-.
Asbury United Methodist Church
Clearwater Marine Science Cen~
Florida Construction
22Y-.
Larry's Dig & Tall
Seminole MaD Merchants
21Y.-.
C-21 Bay Area Realty, Inc.
Jim Jean Real Estate
Jotos Pizza
st-ViU.
J9YNn
BonAppetit
Miller Meats
J8Y.-.
Franco Motors Corporation
Jutio's Italian Restaurant

u

ln~tional Dance
Post Bay Apartments
Prinwy Prep School
Salon Adjan CL&I ~t)
Sugar Reef GriD

17Y-.
AJWeUbrock

49Y-.
8-21 liquors. Inc.
igvenile Welfare Board,

~

16Y-.

8Ynn

Dunedin Transmi!llion

Heather HiD Nursing Home
Sam's Fresh Seafood Rettaunnt
The London Look
15Ynn
Ftrst Dental Care
John Pinkerton Auto s.les
l..ubee's lrription of Sprina HiD

Marie Brown
14Y-.
Ackley Dental Group
Marbo Restaurant
TGC Home Health
13Y-.
Century 21 Palm RHity
National Data Products
Ru-gem ln~natioul Corporation
12Y-. .
Bay Pmlonnel. Inc.
LDnghorn Meat Mnet

7Y-.
A-1 Aluminum Desipa
Dr. Krn Pduao
Etet Continental Rest.unnt

Footwear Plua
JoeDupns
Leo Development
Lea Olson Jewelera
MariDer Mowers
Natures Wllcll
Nick Mastro Realtor
Sher's Kitchen

SheCen~

llY-.
Blue Stone Real Ell*
CompUSA
Howies Golf Shope
J&B Maid Service
Leisuretime Pools & Spa
Professional Hearinc Aid Center
Sun Bay RHity
JOY-.
Barry Mears Auto~
Bernard's

Allstatrlntunnce
C.nterbury Enterpriles
Crown Pmlonnel
Go Marketing, Inc.
Heather Golf & Country Club
Kinhy's New York De6
MullllllofOmaba

Fragrances

Crystal Glus & Mirror
johnson Frey Desip Group
Mail Boxes Etc.
Omni title of Pasco Inc.
Packaging Authority
Plaza Meat

Snell Isle Market
Wrap-Pak-N-Ship

eY-.

A Choice Nanny
Clusic Cloth

Comfort Mattress
Crown Nursi!ll Centrr
Donation Station
John Stupor Paintina
Pizza Hut Spring HiJI.Deland Corp.
Pockets Billiards
Re/Max Action Group
St. Anthony's Mobile MUJIIIICIIIliPh
The Vinings at Countryside
Trave14 U

5Y-.
Dinette.N-Things Plus, Inc.

Dr. Chartes Miller

Reliable Temps
Skyline Chili. Inc.
Sunstate Roofi111
9Yeen
Dr. Ram Setlur
Florida Hills Memorial Gardens

•

Enterprise Travel Service, Inc.
Floricb Hair Transplut Center
Friends of God

Metropolis Antiques
Re/Max Advantage
Risener AutornotWe

&ttJrtmburg mimes
1lunpa Bay's o.--· ~ling Newspaper

Sea Scape Coodoe
St. Jo.n of Art
The Cen~ Founclmon/Lona Cen~
The Peking Garden
Village Pizza
4Ye.,.
Arthur ChristeMen
Brown's Art GaDery
Crystal H~ings Corporation
Florida Barik of Commen:e
GM Enterpriles Freedom
Gourmet Yogurt & Ice Cream
Uttle Sicily
PJ's Pizza & Ribe
Sunglaa Station

Jv.....
Angel Baby & Me
Arbor Lakes Estates
Arrow Toppers
AVI /L8 Belle Plaza
Better Ute Heari!ll
Business Realty
California Closet Compu~y
CCI Enterprises
Dewaon's Tree Service
Europa Restaurant
Goodman & Nekvasil, PA
Greetilll Card Outlet
Ollie's Grille
Palm Latitudes
Paradise Bay Cafe .
Quality Services
SunsUte ~ & Realty
Teasers Concept. Inc.
Tune Care
2Yeen
Advanced Auto Cen~
A Move On Moving
AutornotWe Accessories
Blades and Bikes
Consolidated Stores
C&S Auto Services
Designer Glass Studio
Dr. Arif Alidina

EMI
Farmerie Custom Homes
Gandy Boulevard Video
Grand BaDroom
Kmwo Corporation

'
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u,ht Tackle Fishing
Medical Dictation

Mutual Leaaiua & Manqemmt

A

OneStepllevenee
Peat Masters of Pinellas. Inc.
Raven Detective Agency
Real Estate Auctioneers
RNA Enterpri8es. Inc.
Rubes

"

lY_.

A+ Health Care Spedalists, Inc.
Antiquea & Deconte Art
Beds, Beds Etc.
Boomen
Brentwood Retirement Community
Classy Chassis Motor Cars, Inc.
Clearwater Goodyear
Convenient Care Clinics
Country Creations

Dr. John Tague, MD
Elmer's Sports·Cafe
Fisher Floors & Decorflorida

Vscation Motor Homes
Funky J's Smokehouse
G&D Graphics
Harris Consulting
Health Improvement
Massage Therapy .
Helen Ellis MRI Center
JBM Entertainment
Jeffery Hameroff, DDS
John E. Baker, DPM
Kos Dining In Paradise
Madkof's Restaurant & Bar
Michael's Stores, Inc.
Neott Enterprises, Inc.
Old Park Theater
Pasco Paralegal Service
Pinellas Community H08pital
Pure Country Dance HaD
Salon Nouveau
S&L Fmancial
Snelli111 Personnel
Southern Pool Service
Sparkle W8Sh of Tampa
Stefans Retaurant
Sunscape Landscape Nun~ery
TaD Pines Farm~. Inc.
.
Tterra Verde Marine Cen~
Boat Sales Cenrer
Taste of Ch!Qgo
T.M. ieter
World Gym Ucensing

~
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Welfare board honors
kid-finding detective
• Ed Short doesn't just
find runaways; he
befriends them. Now·
recognition has found him.

LARGO- Ed Short recently
was honored as the best social
worker in Pinellas County, but be
doesn't work for your average ~
. cia1 services agency.
The place where Short works
is the Sheriff's Office.
Short is a detective. In his career, be has worked as a patrol
officer and canine officer and has
arrested plenty of people.
But for the past three years,
Short has been assigned to work
with Pinellas County's runaways.
He still tracks people down, but
now the mission is different. He's
trying to find kids who have left
home, trying to get them off the
streets or out of fleabag apartments, trying to get them back in
ili:s~l and reunited with their fam-

"If I lie to a kid once,
then they're never
going to call me.''
-

Ed Short. Pinellas County
Sheriff's Office detective

doing the important j,eople-to-peopie kind of work," Mills said. "A
whole lot of law enforcement work
is human relations-based, dealing
with people's needs."
Gildea said she was extremely
impressed with Short because be
was so committed to helping her
daughter. He gave the girl his
beeper number and urged her to
call if she needed help.
.. My daughter absolutely
adores him, no matter how many
times be tracks her down and takes
her to ]DC," she said, referring to
Pinellas County's Juvenile Detention Center.
..He's got a way with kids
that's just phenomenal."
·
Sb
'd
·
·
.
ort sat be tries to treat kids
w1th honesty and r~spect. If
teenagers call and ask if ~ere are
warrants out on UH;m. be Uanswer
~~~n ~ U urge them to
. ,
. es m. .
~ I lie to ~ kid once, ~en
th~y re never gomg to call me, be

Last year Crystal Gildea, mother of a 17-year-o~d girl who ~s run
away several times, nommated
Sbort for the new ~-BogueAward,createdbyth;:raenile .
W~are Board. The a
was
de11gned to honor people for outstanding service in human services, which 'can include counseling, medical fields, crime prevention, housing and welfare.
James Mills, executive ctirector
of the welfare board, said the
award is a reminder that police do
a lot more than aend people to jail.
811
."I think we forget bow often
~·
.
law enforcement officers really are
His work bas showed him some
horror stories: a 13-year-old who
worked at a strip joint, girls sexually active at age 12, parents who
desperately want to find their kids,
parents who don't care.

But be occasionally finds an
unexpected reward. This March a
teenager in a wilderness rehabilitation program for juvenile delinque_nts wrote him put of the blue,
saymg: " Thank you for taking time
to help me.... When we had .o ur
talks, I often didn't act like I listened but in reality I did listen and
I have taken your advice and made
myself a better person."
The letter was unexpected
and, he said, so was the Coopermao-Bogue award. "It was just
fantastic."
Short is an expert at tracking
down kids who have run away. He
relies on a network of contacts and
other methods that be won't disclose - be doesn't want kids to
know how to get away from him.
Often, the youths he finds say
they can't get along with their
parents. He ·urges them to get
together with his colleague, Vicki
Arleo, or agencies such as Youth &
Family Connection, which work to
provide counseling aqd reunite
families.
But other times, be realizes
that the parents aren't aggressively looking for their missing kids. So
be asks them if they want him to
' pursue the case or not. If not, he'D
move on to the next one. There is
no shortage.
Short's duties also include
working with first-time offenders.
A Cooperman-Bogue winner is
selected each quarter and from
those four the annual winner is
named. The other quarterly winners included Peg Atamian, bon. ored for her work as a clinical
social worker for the department
of Health and Rehabilitative Ser1 vices; Lois Rubaii, a children and
i youth counselor for HRS; and Carole Watson, a delinquency case
manager for HRS.
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=~~::-.::=e
did.

He .oo-1 her ID wake up before
dawn llld 2t!t their live childreo fed,
dre!led llld ready for day <::1ft llld
scbool And he .oo-1 her to work aD
day, Clll:h the bus, pick up the kids,
c:ome home llld fix dinner.
He llso .oo-1 her to apeud herwrkmds
CXICikiar. c:leaoiar llld doiDa
IIJytfliDg el8e he wanted
h WIS limost • if she Wl5
UDder boule I!Tellllld her
busbaod WIS lOme auel, bnt-

An abusive

talwwden.
From the time she WIS IIIII'·
ried • • ~in l!m wrtilshe
left her husband list year, Usa
Wllll't allowed ID ~lilY
ldDd ~a ife other than her job
llld her duties It home. No
bobbies, DO ouiJide interests,
DO cJoee frieDds. Only iaolatioo.
"I bad to come llnlight
home from work f!VfS'Y day,"
lhe said in a eoft voice.
If she JI"C)teeted or bad the
audacity to diiiObey him, he
heather.
At lint, lhe tbougbt she
CXJUid change her husband if
she loved him euough. Maybe
the beatings would Slop. But
they De'Yel' did, ll!d Lisa
mnained I JDooer. The only
1hing missini ~the bin.
"My Jlft.DIS lmew," abe
Died. "But they llayt!d out of
it. They said it WIS between
me md my busblod"
Lisa dreamed ofbeing happy llld free. Sometimes, when

~lationship

propels this
mother of
five into a
sheHerthat
opens the

door to a

her huabaDd- all~

where, lhe did more 1bao
drelm.
.

new life.

She1llaSII'ta vay aood dnwr md dido'! hiYe a lic:enae,
but lhe dug up ID exira let of Rys llld took
his car for a 11Jin. She'd roD clown the wiDdows
llld aaok up the radio IDd feel wbat itWI5
like ID tool down the hielrnY with the wiDd in
70111' face. And to put lOme miles between you
llld ~it is that's burtiDr you. ·
Ew:o - · ,sniiRr,lhe lllliles when abe
remembers the times lhe "lillie" her tw.
bad's car.
But the llllile dislppen when lhe thinks
about what blppeued when be bmd outllld he always bmd out.
"''d hive to p.y IIRr for wtJat rd dooe.· •
llid ~the bellinp lhe receiYed "But i t worlhit."
About two JSRIIO, when be ltlftd bMIqlbe cbiJdreo, Lisa decided she'd bad
eDIIUih- "I just couldn't take it mymore,"she
llid. "I didn't 1i'IDt to live ike that ID}'IIJOI'e.•
She called the Clelrfter Spouse Abuse

,...,.__...

A ..W aTAIIf: "Usa"
happiness.

endul1.d yeiirs of spousal libuse before she ruliZIId her dreams of

Crilis Center llld bad her Jlft.Dis come IDd

ret ber IDd the kids. She-~ IDOOths

Jftllllllt It the time. Ah:r apeuding 30 days It
the ceoter,lhe IDCM!d to a IIDIIl but dean
Ptease-.._20

Dark from 10.
apartment that's part of Religious
Community Services' transitional
housing program.
· Lisa's youngest child is an in- .
fant; her oldest, about 20. The four
youngest live with her.
The apartments are for women
and their families who are victims
of domestic violence. Ten families
live in Lisa's building. All came
from crisis centers, aU have children, aU have horror stories to teD.
Families can stay in the apartments up to two years, but there
are strict rules: No alcohol, no
drugs, no overnight male visitors,
and aU the women have to go to
school or work full-time. The program is financed in part by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, the;venile Welfare
l5J:sland United ay.
Slowly, Lisa began to piece ~er
life back together. She enrolled m
college and is working toward a degree in nursing.
Lisa isn't her real name. It's
the name she chose to use for this
story. Because she fears that her
ex-husband will find her, her name
and the address of the.apartments
where she and her children are
staying are confidential.
. .
"The first night we moved m, tt
was so nice to be able to go to bed ·
in peace ..• not have him rant and
rave," Lisa said. "People take a lot
of things for granted. Like peace
and quiet.''
Once she and her children were
safe there was something else Lisa
wanted. Something her husband
never allowed her to have. Something that signified freedom.
''Finally, I came to the decisi_on
to get a driver's ~cense,'.' she satd.
"Paying for a tala can rum a ~ud
get, and t;he cl~~ bus stop IS almost a mile away.
She took lessons from Vic Corman's Drive-Safe driving school, ·
practiced every chance she could,
and several Wednesdays ago, at
age 38, she went for her test.

She was so nervous she didn't
sleep the night before.
"I took a lot of deep breaths
when I went in the building," she
said. "And kepttelling myself, 'You
can do this.' "
She scored a 98 on the written
portion of the exam and easily
passed the road test.
And yes, she bates her picture
on the license.
But she can live with that.
"One of the things we try to instill in the women here is setting a
goal and taking that first step,"
said Penny Mathes, a counselor at
the shelter where Lisa lives.
"They've been told for so long that
they can't do anything, aren't
worth anything.
"This was a real triumph for
· her."
Each day, life gets a little easier
for Lisa. In a few months, maybe
sooner, she wants to get a place of
her own.
"I'm more confident in myself," she said. "Things I wouldil't
attempt to do, I'D try now. Even if I
fail, I'D try again.
"My oldest son tells me how
proud be is of me, and that reaDy
makes me feel good.''
.
Her next goal: to save enough
money to buy a used car.
·
"That first day, when we gil.a
car, me and the children are goin.g
to go to the beach or a park. : ~
"Or maybe we'D just drive
around."
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~st. Petersburg~
Youth
programs
get OK
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer

c

ST. PETERSBURG - Striving to
find ways to help youngsters 10 to
15 years old, the Juvenile Welfare
Board Thursday approved plans to
Triitlaie programs to give kids something to do.
Topping the list: expand after
school and weekend programs, in·
crease activities in low-income
neighborhoods and work on collaborative efforts with government,
schoolJ;, law enforcement and the
religious community.
The board members' only com·
plaint: They want programs in place
earlier than is projected.
"I'm, excited about this whole
process," said Sallle Parks, a board
member and county commissioner.
"But I tend to be impatient, and I
want to know why it has to take so
dam long."
While some of the strategies al·
ready are being implemented, oth·
ers are slated to start in September
and October. Still, some aren't projected to begin until 1996. ·
Staff members will work on
bumping up some of the efforts and
the board will discuss the issue
qain at its June meeting.
Thunday's report Is the response to a series of community
meetings . and the compilation of
public comments following a January study on youngsters.
The study found that children 10
to 15 have too much time on their
bands and need more structured
programs to keep them out of trouble.
Similar reports have targeted
younger and older students, but the
board decided to look at this age
group because in the past it has fall·
en through the cracks.

-St. Petersburg--Sunda-y.May-.1r1945
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Board· investigates program's
.debt to IRS
A report paints a picture of
fiscal impropriety within the
dropout prevention agency.
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Tribune Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG -A dropout prevention
program ls being investigated by the Juvenlle
Welfare Board for falllng to pay money It owes
the Internal Revenue Service.
Stepping Stones Inc., which receives more
than $120,000 from the board, owes the IRS
$8,115.
~ut that's not the program's only problem.
An 18-paae report by the board paints a
picture of fiscal impropriety and questions the
program's performance.
An independent audit done by Lewis, Birch
and Ricardo, certified public accountants,
found similar fiscal problems as the issues
raised ln the board report.
·
Among them:
• Tbe executive director and admlnlstra·
ttve assistant used Stepping Stone's tax-free sta·
tus to rent cars for personal vacations.
• An employee was reimbursed for gas
when usln& the company's van.
• A receipt for purchase of Schlitz Malt
Uquor was reimbursed.
• Canceled checks didn't match the
amounts recorded.
• Time sheets were calculated incorrectly.
• Personal loans were made to employees
with no record of a repayment agreement.
• Computers donated by Martin Marietta
were not taged and inventoried.
Board staff members likely wlll recom-inend at the bOard's June meetina that the proaram be placed on suspension or tennlnated,
18ld James Mills, executive director of the
board.
•"There are some .erious problems there,"
MUls said. He said this is the fourth time in 10
years the board bas brou&ht up a program for
suspension or probation.
"It's kind of a rare occasion," be said. Tbe
board finaDces 64 agencies for 125 programs
aimed at supportln& children usln& taxpayers'
money.
Jim Martin, founder and uecutive director
of Steppln& Stones, said .evere cash now problems forced blm to decide between paylq his
four employees or the IRS.
"It was either dose the agency down, or
pay the ltaff and not pay the payroll tax and

bope to set the money to pay that
· later," Martin said.
Stepping Stones, which also receives county and city money as
well as about $50,000 a year In doDations from businesses, must pay
Its expenses and then ask for relm·
bursement, creating a constant cash
now problem, Martin said.
The 9-year-old program serves
. 75 kids qes 11 to 15 In a school,
weekend and summer programs.
Ten camping and canoeing trips are
beld each year to raise self-esteem
and belp kids at risk for dropping
out of school or getting involved
with drup and crime.
Still, the board says the program's performance on measurable
objectives for fiscal year 1993-94
was unsatisfactory. The board cited
a lack of parent participation, a vl·
tal element to the program. And the
board found that program staff
members didn't know bow to accurately interpret tests that would
show whether the program was successful.
But Martin said the board
doesn't have a problem with the
program Itself, just its handling of
the books.
"From day one we have strugBled," Martin said. "There bas not .
been a week when I haven't been
concerned about the payroll."
He takes the blame for the problems, saying finances aren't his
strength and that be paid little attention to the bookkeepiq.
.
Tbe board began investigating
the program ln March. It conducted
lite visits and came up With detailed
questions - some that Stepping
Stones still must respond to.

"Their answers are obviously
not satisfactory," Mills said. "I'm
concerned. There are many more
deficiencies here than we'd normally find ."
Stepping Stones bas taken some
immediate action, including slaSh·
ing the pay of all employees by 10
percent, reducing the stipend for
camping staff members and reducing overall expenses. The agency
will also hire a part-time bookkeeper.
"I am not aware of us doing anything illegal as far as stealing money," Martin said.
He said that he and his administrative assistant, Susan Gettys,
didn't realize they shouldn't ren
cars for personal use under thl
agency's name.
"I'm guilty of not doing this ri&ht
administratively," be said. "But we
have the best of Intentions her~."

''

It was either cloae
the agencr down. or
par the staff and not
par the parroll tax
and hope to get the
moner to par that
later.

''

JIM MARTIN
founder, executive director
Stepping Stones
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Union Ac~de~y
set for grand opening:

By ANN BAKKALAPULO .

Tribune Staff Writer

TARPON SPRINGS - Union
Academy has expanded by 2,000
square feet to make room for future
programs at the neighborhood faml·
ly center.
The additional space ls a multi·
purpose room, conference room
and new administrative offices.
"We're continually running out
of space,'' said David Archie, execu·
tive director or QUEens Alliance for
Progress, which operates the cultur·
al center.
Everyone ls Invited to Satur·
day's grand opening ceremony at 10
a.m. Terrye Bradley, who attended

AT A GLANCE
• Whllt Grand opening of Union
Academy expansion
' • Who: Citizens Alliance for
~rogress

• When: 10 a.m. Saturday
Martin Luther
King, Jr. Drive, Tarpon Springs

• \ Where: 401

the academy when lt was a school,
will be the guest speaker.
Bradley, who works for catholic
Charities Diocese of St. Petersburg.
was Instrumental lD orpnlzlng CAP.
A tour of the center and refresh·
ments wlll foll~w her speech.
Union Acad\y, built In the ear-

ly 1900s, bad classes for kinderpr·
ten through eighth IJ1lde and was
the focal point or the black commu·
nity over the years. School sports,
plays. recitals and holiday festivals
were held there.
With desegreption lD the 1960s,
the school closed because students
were sent by bus elsewhere. In
1982, CAP was formed by residents
interested ln buying and renovating
the building for community use.
Tbe academy, at 401 Martin Lu·
ther King Jr. Drive, was renovated
through a IJ1lnt and CAP leased lt
from the city. In 1989, Union Academy reopened.
Tbe center ls financed through
the Juvenile Welfare Board. Various
programs are held there, from com·
puterized GED classes to recre·
atlonal activities to social services.
The expansion was completed
on April 24 and paid for by a
$95,000 federal community develoP.
ment block IJ1lnt. The city contributed $20,000 toward construction.
Tbe former administrative offic·
es will be used as a child care room
for parents taking programs at the
center.
Tbe new multipurpose room ca·n
be divided Into two meeting places.
It already bas been used for an af·
fordable bouslng fair sponsored by
bankS, the community service foundation and CAP.
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Plan to .deter
dropouts fails
to make grade
State board to terminate
Stepping Stones contract
By ANNMARIE SARSFIELD
Trlbuoe Staff Writer
ST. PETERSBURG - Stepping
Stones Inc., a dropout prevention
program mired in financial difficul·
ties, will close at the end of the
school year.
A date to terminate its contract
with the Juvenile Welfare Board is
being worked out, said James Mills,
executive director of the board.
Tbe board provides more than
$120,000 a year to the nonprofit
Stepping Stones. After the contract
is canceled, the program will shut
down, Mills said.
"They realize it's time for them
to close up shop," be said. "This is
goodbye."
Stepping Stones has been under
investigation by the board since
March for falling to pay the Inter·
nal Revenue Service and for a num·
ber of fiscal problems including
questionable bookkeeping.
Mills' staff members were work·
tng on a recommendation to bring
to the board at its June meeting,
which likely would have called for
termination of the contract.
Instead, Jim Martin, who found·
ed Stepping Stones nine years ago
and is executive director, bas met
twice with Mills - including Mon·
day afternoon.
Talks have centered on "the
best way to bring this whole thing to
a closure," Mills said.

Martin couldn't be reached for
comment Tuesday. He was attend·
ing the Southwest Florida Water
Management District board meet·
tng. Martin, who- bas been- on that
board for five years, is treasurer
and sits on the finance committee.
Previously, he has said be takes
responsibility for Stepping Stones'
financial demise. He blamed his
lack of business skills and said be
didn't pay attention to the book·
keeping.
The program's fiscal problems
were outlined in an 18-page report
by the Juvenile Welfare Board. An
independent audit done by Lewis,
Birch and Ricardo, certified public
...----------:~ accountants, cit·
ed similar find·
ings.
Among
them:
•
Time
sheets. were cal·
culated inaccurately.
• Canceled
checks didn 't
match
the
amounts record·
Mills
ed.
• Donated computers weren't
tagged and inventoried.
• A receipt for purchase of
Schlitz malt liquor was reimbursed.
• An employee was reimbursed
for gas when using the program's
van.
In addition, Martin and an ad·
ministrative assistant used Stepping
Stones' tax-free status to rent cars
for personal vacations. Both reim·
bursed the program for the rental.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --

The program serves 75 children
ages 11 to 15 in school, weekend
and summer programs. The 1'5
eighth-graders who attend classes
daily - at the south St. Petersburg
school, near Jordan Park- will be
able to complete the final10 days of
the JtCademic year before the program closes.
Weekend and summer programs
will be terminated, as well. Stepping
Stones utilized a wilderness strate~ ·
to keep kids interested in education.
Ten camping and canoeing .trips
were held each year to raise self·
esteem and help youths at risk of
dropping out of school.
But the program's performance
wasn't satisfactory, according to the
Juvenile Welfare Board report.
Tbere wasn't enougli parent partici·
pation, and staff members didn't
know bow to accurately interpret
tests that would sbow whether the
program was successful.
While the Pinellas County
School Board regrets losing the program, it shouldn't have much effect
on the children served, said Dee
Walker, administrator for dropout
prevention programs.
Many other such programs in
the county help about 1,000 children
at risk of not finishing school.
Each middle school offers programs, and many agencies provide
similar services. And find ing a
placement for the teacher who
worked at Stepping Stones shouldn't
be a problem, Walker said.
" It's unfortunate," she said.
"You don't want to see any service
for kids not managed properly."

•
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Financial problems finish
agency for troubled youths
• The founder of Stepping
Stones·says he couldn't
handle the paperwork,
bookkeeping and
fund-raising efforts.

ST. PETERSBURG Nine
years ago, James E. Martin came up
with a plan to use the wilderness to
change kids' lives. ·
With the help of a grant, the
former teacher began working with
youths at risk of dropping out of
school. He created a program that
offered education for the youths,
combined with canoe and camping
trips designed to help them gain confidence and learn to work with each
other. Parents came along on wilderness treks such as a fiv~y canoeing
trip down the Witblacoocbee River..
But after years of fund-raising
problems, Martin's agency, called
Stepping Stones, is about to close its
doors.
The Juvenile Welfare Board's
staff was abOut to recommend Withholding its $120,000 funding because
of bookkeeping and management
problems with the agency. Martin
said be decided to close shop.
"It's kind of like the loss of a loved
one," Martin said. "I created this
entity. I brought it into the world....
I just got to the point where I couldn't
do it any more."
"It was a good program," said
James Mills, executive director of the
welfare board, which funds cbildrens'
programs throughout Pinellas County. "I think people here liked it. I
think the board liked it. It bad a good
book with the environment and ecolo-

gy."
•
But Mills said the agency also bad
serious fiscal and administrative prob-

lems that the welfare board could
not ignore.
An April 26 report from the
welfare board indicated that fewer
· students than expected had
learned to communicate better
with their parents and with the
agency's staff during the Stepping
Stones program. Stepping Stones
also bad trouble completing reports designed to show bow well
students were impro~, the report said.
The report also cited a number of fiscal problems, including these:
• Several financial records
·were sloppy and seemed to contradict each other.
• Two Stepping Stones staff
members rented cars through the
agency for personal vacations. The
money was later reimbursed in one
_ e:-se; it was. not clear what haP:.
pened in the other case.
,
• Stepping Stones bad pur' · chased liquor and beer as gifts for
vendors to the agency.
Also, because of financial
shortfalls, Martin acknowledged
that the agency was in trouble with
the Internal Revenue Service because of back payroll taxes. He
said be hopes to pay that debt of
about $8,000 by selling the agency's van and other assets.
Martin said the paperwori:·,- .
bookkeeping and fund raising~re
simply too much for suCh-a /Small
. agency. Nonetheless, be said be is
proud of the kids who have been
through the program. .He thinks it
helped many.
"
.

I

"I wasn't a good busin$_per- son, but I was an excellent service
provider, teacher, counselor,"
Martin said.
'1t's something that's goinlf'lo
be sorely missed." ·
',

..
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Women's center
opens new, bigger
offices in Largo
• The Resource Center
for Women helps 1,000
clients a year with work
and parenting.
ly WILMA NORTON
TIIMIIWI W,._

LARGO - For 18 years, the
Resource Center for Women has
tried to help women who are unprepared to be the family breadwinners.
Some of the women are recently widowed or divorced. Some are
single mothers. Some are married
to substance abusers or to men
who have become disabled.
The non-profit center, founded
in 1977 as Face Learning Center,
offers free counseling and classes
in career development, self-esteem, parenting and other skills to
help the women get on their feet.
On Thursday, the center celebrated the opening of new, bigger
offices in which to serve its clients,
who number about 1,000 a year.

The new headquarters in Largo, at 1301 Seminole Blvd., Suite
150, give the center a larger classroom for its seminars. The old
space was cramped when more
than a dozen women attended, said
Zellah Cleaver, career development coordinator.
"We're always expanding our
services," Cleaver said.
The Resource Center, with an
annual budget of about $340,000,
receives most of its money from
local and state governments and
the uvenile Welfare
rd. It has
sate te o ces at the Enoch Davis
Center in St. Petersburg and at the
Union Academy Cultural Center in
Tarpon Springs. The center also
has programs in Pasco County,
including an outreach to migrant
farm workers.

FIND OUT MORE
• For more information on
the center's programs, call
586-1110.
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FY 1995-96 PROPOSED BUDGET
Proposed
Fund

Proposed
Budget

Fees. Misc.
lntergovt.

Adjusted
Budaet

1st Half
Ad Valorem

fll~<:l.:·:·

2nd Half
Ad Valorem

Program Sudget
Continuation
Research'
Demonstration
New/Expanded
Transitions!
MergeiConsofid.
EquipiRenov.
RFP's
Subtotal

$3,159,996

$555,851

$2,604,145

}j-

• $20,340,503

$683,290

• $19,657,213

$279,812
• $120,000
• $896,255
$25,000
$80,000
$1 ,306,278
• $23,047,848

$0
$0

$279,812
• $120,000
• $756,004
$25,000
$80,000
$1,306,278
. • $22,224,307

$140,251

$0
$0
$0
$823,541

• $11 ,923,368

• $7,682,499

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

• $120,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
• $12,043,368

$1 ,306,278
• $8,9ee,m

:

.

•

-t ·l)p, C!
; ~:..
...

.
~

$3,159,9~ . ~ ·-

$91,461

$647,250

$1,865,434

.:·:' .·..;'•. ::<.:.~

TCJ ~

Balaf19t?
'

Administration

/c.~i

... : . •

,,

.....• - a .••

-~~
·~
~,.~ ~ ... ,
..

$279,&@.~

$() "
• $756,004
$25,000 :'·
$80,000

•

l.,,.,f... : r

Grand Total

$509,343
$20,000
$250,000
$23,350

$198,986
$33,800
$25,0.00

$0
$35,000
$1,155,479
• $27,363,323

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$569,343
$20,000
$250,000
$23,350
$198,986
$33,800
$25,000

$0

$0

$35,000
$1,155,479

$1,379,392

• $25,983,931

Total Ad Valorem

$341,606
$0
$75,000
$0
• $73,317
$16,900
$0
$0
$0
• $506,823

• $367,953

• $14,416,625
• 0.4804

• $10,003,980
• 0.3333

$227,737

$0
$50,000

.

... ~~~ :·•··c·''·'
$ 2Q.
.t
• $8p6,255 . .

,(..c~~.

$24,419,605
0.8137

• To add Unlversiiy of South Rorida ·Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.

(

• .000

$1~.000

-SJ!;t~

• $52,353

$0
$0
$0

$569,343
$20,000
$250,000

$0

$0

$23,~

$198,986
$33,800
$25,000

$0

.,

$2$.~ ··

$35,000 .
• $280,703
• $1,584,326

•1

~

$20, r·. . - .._.,. >-'!' .

·fr •

• 73,316
$16,900

J

J • .

_
.. I
•
4,-ri.!Jf·
.

$ 1,306,278
• $1,192:~iS • $23,047,848
: il._-

,.

,q.oafl' . '

Non-operati~

County Fe9
CRA's
Prog.Contingency
AUSL Conting.
Bldg. Reserve
Unemp.Comp.
Anniversary
P91formance
Computer Enh.
S ubtotal

10

ac ~"\..:.. ~·;, · .:

-~~

$0

$35,000
$1 ,155,479 ..

• $27,363,323

~·

..

J

If

..

..
. C.:
' :J
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
FOR FY 1995-96

1995·1996
BUDGET
1993-94

BUDGET
1994-95

DIRECTORS
RECOMMENPATION

REVENUES
PROPERTY TAXES
FEES
INTERGOVERNMENTAL
INTEREST EARNINGS
MISCELLANEOUS
CASH FORWARD

$20,461,137
$56,000
$99,629
$238,107
$146,167
S1.3?9.4n

$22,949,626
$56,000
$596,847
$311,057
$127,344
s1.n2.116

$24,419,605
$56,000
$608,440
$470,102
$244,850
-s1 .564.326

REVENUES TOTAL

$22,380,517

$25,812,990

..$27,363,323

$2,650,325
$18,626,640
$1.1Q3.552

$2,979,509
$21,640,862
$1.192.619

$3,159,996
..$23,047,848
• $1.155.479

$22,380,617

$25,812,990

..$27,363,323

E~elilioii!JBE§:

ADMINISTRATION
AGENCY PROGRAMS
NON-OPERATING
EXPENDITURE TOTAL

• Typographical error
.. To add University of South Florida • Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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BOARD
APPROVED

c

• Revised 7/13195
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
REVENUE BUDGET
FOR FY 1995-96

1995-1996

MILLAGE RATE:
REVENUES:
AS VALOREM
TA)(ES

TOTAL

BUDGET
1993-94

BUDGET
1994-95

0.7095
$21,313,684
096%

0.7822
$23,905,965
096%

DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDATION

0.8137
$25,437,089
096%

~20,461,]37

~22.i~i.626

$20,461,137

$22,949,626

$24,419,605
$24,419,605

S56.ooo

$56,000

$56,000
$56,000

$56,000
$56,000

$0

$492,480

$492,750

$99,629
$99,629

~1~.~7

$596,847

$1]5,690
$608,440

$238,107
$0
$146,167

$311,057
$0
$122,344

$470,102
$170,000
$74,850

FEES:
WORKSHOP EEES:

TOTAL
JNTEBgQVERNMENTAb:
HRS-BOOTCAMP AFTERCARE
PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE
PINELLAS COUNTY

TOTAL
MISQELLAt:iEQ!JS:
INTEREST EARNINGS
PUBLIC PAIVATE VENTURES
RW JOHNSON
COOPERMAN-BOGUE AWARD

TOTAL
Q!§~

FOWABQ

TOTAL

REVENUES TOTAL

~

S5,QQQ

$384,274

IQ

$438,401

$714,952

l1,37i.~ZZ

S1,379,4n

ll.n2,l1§
s1,n2,116

• 11,5§4,326
• $1,664,326

$22,380,517

$25,812,990

-s27,363,323

• To add University of South Florida- Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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BOARD
APPROVED

• Revised 7/13195

FY 94-95
ALLOCATION

FY 95-96
JWB
REQUEST

$49,696
S35,2Z§
$84,972

$51,038
S36,22§
$87,266

$51,038
$36,228
$87,266

Buoug C!rJter for Women

$118,931

$122,142

$122,142

§mb ~!&i£!11 Qir:!2utt QQur::t
Child Custody lnv.
Juvenile Arbitration
Psycho!. Svs.
Agency Tota

$62,593
$91,436
I2ZZ,§1l
$431,540

$64,283
$63,208
$412,456

$64,283
$63,208
1293,50]
$420,992

§tepoicg §tone

$120,542

$123,794

~

$111,680
$326,525

$110,866
$375,035

$110,866
$375,035

$80,052
$23,454

$76,910
$24,087

$76,910
$24,087

$222,092

$186,586

$186,586

$73,501

$73,501
8],101
$928,086

$73,501
$8],]01
$928,086

~

• $123,794

$64,n4

$66,523

$149,797

$153,842

$66,523
S8Z,319
$153,842

$4n,1es

$490,068

$513,921

$490,068
S3Z,Z2§
$527,796

$109,3]8

Sl12.2ZO

$]]2,270

$11,960,889

$12,1n,685

• $11,969,829

AGENCY/PROGRAM
B!ligiQY§ CommYciW §!rt~i!§
Spouse Abuse Shelter
Emergency Shelter
Agency Total

§uncoast Q!mtr f2t Communi!)£
Mtctal Health
Early lrJtervention Program
Children's Outpatient
Elementary MerJtal Health
Operation-Rawlings
Homeless Outreach
'-lomebased Intensive Family
.:>ervices
Therapeutic Preschool Program
(Bay Vista & Lealman)
Total Family Strategy
Agency Total

S82,5~

$919,8391

• Yc~ersil)£ of South EJQrida
Oasis

12M.~§

1995-1996
DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDATION

Ucoer eiD!IIY AssocilliQD fQr
BIIArded Qtt~em!
Preschool
Homebound
Agency Total

YWQA - ll!ll!l Bav
AdolesoerJt Pregnancy and
Parenting Services
Va Lazarra Emer. Shelter
Agency Total
Youtb

Homa of FloridA

Sub Total Continuation
First Half Mil

ses,Q2a

S36,Z~

sez.al&

$3z,Z28
$527,796

• To add University of South Florida - Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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BOARD
REVISION

6G~~QYleB~RAM
CONTINUATION FUNDING
SECOND HALF MIL

FY 94-95

FY 95-96
JW8

6LLQCATIQN

B~OUEST

1995-1996
DIRECTORS
BECOMMENDATION

S3.Q68

$4.559

$4.559

Casa-Substance Abuse Treatment $58.070

$59.638

$59.638

$?06.QQQ

$211.562

$206.000

sn.422

$79.667

$79.512

$3,059,068
$462,150
$68,064

$3,059,068
$462,150
$68,064

$48,043

$62,762

$62,762

1§§,422
$3,097,600

$61,849
$3,713,893

$61,849
$3,713,893

$117,043

$120,203

$120,203

$15,914

$16,344

$16.344

Eckerd Famill£ Youth Alternatives
$53,045
Early Intervention
leadership Program
1224,860
$2U,905
Agency Total

$53,840
1237,394
$291,234

$53,840
1237,394
$291,234

Eami!y Service Center
EAST

1135,627

.1139.289

$139,289

176.015

178,067

178,067

$82,526

184,754

184.754

$7,496
$3U,196
$371,268
$2§§,§ZQ
$1,014,530

$7,698
$387,380
$474,250
$1,328,075

$7,698
$387,380
$474,250
S458,Z4Z
$1,328,075

S37,]a2

$38,135

138,135

Bavfront Medical Center
Healthy Families Support

Qtl~~D'§ Alli!D~ for
erQ.gr~ss-N~jgb!2Qrhood

Family Qenter
Commucitv Pride
Coordiogted Child Care
Low Income Employed
Families
LIEF-HRS Match
New Beginnings
Subsidized Day Care
Cost of Living
Project Challenge Day Care
Cost of Living
Agency Total
Creativity jn Cbild Qare
QirectiQns fQr Mental He!lth
Total Family Strategy

Friends <>f Deaf Service Center
~ylf Coast ~wisb

l

E1mill~

Ment§l Heabb Service
l::l~lbh

l

$2,711 ,236 .
$216,624
$66,275

Behabji~Dtiv~ Se~iQe§

Drug Involved Families
Cost of Living
Family Partners
Health Families Pinellas
Healthy Families-RWJ
Agency Total
Marriage & Eami!y Counseling
Total Family Strategy

$45§,Z~7

3-6

BOARD
REVISION

I

.
• Revised 7/13195

FY 95-96

1995-1996

FY 94-95

JWB

AGENCY/PROGRAM
ALLOCATION
Continued CONTINUATION FUNDING
SECOND HALF MIL

REQUEST

DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDATION

Morton Plant
Healthy Families Support

$25.850

Operatjon PAR
Adolescent Residential
Treatment-Cost of Living
Alpha-Cost of Living
Disney Crew-Cost of Living
CAPS-Cost of Living
COSA
Agency Total

$64.082

$64.082

$27,731
$10,764
$22,554
$11,200

$194,567

$27,731
$10,764
$22,554
$11,200
1155.948
$228,197

$228,197

168.423

190.194

$90.194

$19,037
$7,954
$18,846
$8,496
11~.730

PiD!I!as Q2y~ Li~!l§e Board
Licensing Cost of Living

11§§.9~

PiD!I!I~ Priv11te ln~ystC£ QQungil

$32,115

$32,981

S3o.ooo

$32,981

lg~.685

$61,800

$62,981

• $32,981

$64.080

$65.810

165.810

Sandedjn Center

S206.QQQ

1203.373

1203.373

§gl. ~lien MQQre QQmmunitv
partnership

1118.104

1121.366

1121.293

196.276

198.875

• $62.505

§ynooa§l Qgmer for Q2mmyn~
Mental Hganh
Total Family Strategy
Walsingham
Agency Total

$53,045
S60.S§Z
$114,032

$54,4n

$54,4n

S60.98Z
$115,464

12Q.&!iiZ
$115,464

Suncoast Cbild Protm;tion Team

S92.698

$95201

195.201

$86.673

$89.013

189.013

121.218

121.785

$21.785

mz.m

133"!.783

$6,357,069

$7,759,544

• $7,687,384

$18,317,958

$19,937,229

• $19,657,213

Youthbuild - St. Petersburg
Youthbuild- Clearwater
Agency Total
pjnel!as Village

*iQ

§~b ~Y.dicill Qircyit Q2yrt

Guardian Ad Litem

United Qmbral Palsv
unned Mtttbodist
~~ighborhood Fami~ Qlmem-

To be announced
S~otaiContinuation

Second Half Mi
TOTAL CONTINUATION
FUNDING

• To add University of South Florida- Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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BOARD
REVISION

• Revised 7/13/95
FY 95-96
FY 94-95
JWB
AGENCYIPROGBAM
ALLOCATION
REQUEST
RESEARCH & DEMONSTRATION FUNDING-ALLOCATED

1995-1996
DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDATION

BOARD
REVISION

Research & Qemonstration projects
Big Brothers/Big Sisters

25,000

$37,500

$37,500

$20,600

$21,156

$21,156

$95,278

$0

$0

Ooeration PAR
Substance Abuse Prevention
Study

$15,450

$0

$0

University of South Florida
Healthy Families
Evaluation

S20.60Q

$21.156

$21.156

$176,928

$79,812

$79,812

YWCA of Ta!JJ)8 Bay

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

Success by Six

$25,000

$30,000

$30,000

$0

. $5,000

$5,000

National Council of Christians and JewsCamp Anvtown
$0

$12,000

$12,000

HUPIUSF/JW8

$0

$25,000

$25,000

Community Change for Youth
peyelooment

$0

$140,251

$140,251

Zion Human Services-Project P.A.I.B.S. $0

$61,070

$61,070

Mt. Zion Hyman Seryices-Develooment
2mD1

JQ

$35.683

$35.683

• Youthbui!d Clearwater

JQ

JQ

• $30.000

$42,000

$326,004

• 356,004

Florida Mental Health Institute
Total Family Stratetgy
Evaluation

Mt. Zion Human Service. Inc.
Project PAIRS

Subtotal
TRANSITIONAL

Bethel Communitv Baptist Church
St. petersbyra Black Historv Pageant

Subtotal

• To add University of South Florida- Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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• Revised 7/13195
FY 95-96
AGENCYtpROGBAM

FY 94-95
ALLOCATION

JWB
REQUEST

DIRECTORS
RECOMMENDATION

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
Referendum Implementation
Subsidized Childcare

$500,785

$339,724

$339,724

Specialized Childcare

$298,000

$281,868

$281,868

Substance Abuse Prevention

$44,001

$29,211

$29,211

Substance Abuse Treatment

$50,000

$103,000

$103,000

Serious Offender

$0

$0

$0

Early Intervention

$154,000

$163,767

$163,767

Matemal and Child Health

$63,999

$42,485

$42,485

lntergenerational Program

$174,000

$165,934

$165,934

Neighborhoods & Community
Development

S220.QOO

$180.289

$180.289

$1,504,785

$1,306,278

$1,306,278

$0

$125,000

• $120,000

Research and Demonstration

$100,000

$200,000

$200,000

Transitional

$675,000

$400,000

$400,000

Merger/Consolidation

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

Equipment/Renovation

$80.000

$80.000

$8Q.OOQ

$880,000

$830,000

• $825,000

$20,921 ,671

$22,479,323

• $22,224,307

Subtotal

OTHER PROGRAM FUNDs-UNALLOCATED
New and Expanded

Subtotal
Grand Total

Fees, Intergovernmental Transfers, and Miscellaneous Revenue Administered by
JWB for Continuation Funded Programs
$823,541

• $23,047,848

FY 85-86 PROGRAM FUNDING GRAND TOTAL

• To add University of South Florida- Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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1995-1996
BOARD
REVISION

TOIAL JWB FU~QI~G 6Y AGJ;~QY
FISCAL YEAR 1995-96
PBOOBAM
Bayfront Hospital

FIBSI HALF MILSEQONQ 1::iALE MILTBmSIIIONAL TOIAL
$49,517

$4,559

$54,076

Big Brothers/Big Sisters

$274,010

$274,010

Boys and Girls Clubs
Condon Gardens
Individual Sen·ices
Boys/Girls Total

$52,672
$67,261
$119,933

$52,672
$67,261
$119,933

Brookwood

$51,397

$51,397

Carlton Manor

$97,893

$97,893

CASA

$66,990

Children's Horne
Citizen's Alliance for Progress
Union Academy
Neighborhood Family Center
Citizen's Alliance Total

$123,351

$95,245

Coordinated Child Care
UEF
UEFMatch
New Beginnings
Subsidized Day Care
Project Challenge
Total
Creativity in Child Care
Directions for Mental Health
Adolesce111 Day Treatment
Children's Outpatient
Homeless Outreach
Preschool Consultation
ELM/10-Hunsinger
ELMHO-Curlew
ELMHO-Bardmoor
Total Family Strategy
Direction Total

$206,000
$206,000

$95,245
$206,000
$301,245

$79,512

$79,512

$56,516

$497,108
$182,627
$679,735

$131,488
$311,509
$33,150
$53,679
$46,559
$54,705
$50,052
$139,811
$820,953

$126,628
$123,351

$95,245

Community Pride
Consumer Credit

$59,638

$56,516

$3,059,068
$462,150
$68,064
$62,762
$61 ,849
$3,713,893

$3,059,068
$462,150
$68,064
$559,870
$244,476
$4,393,628

$120,203

$120,203

$16,344
$16,344

$131,488
$311,509
$33,150
$53,679
$46,559
$54,705
$50,052
$156,155
$837,297
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TOTAL JW8 FUNDING BY AGENCY
FISCAL YEAR 1995-96
PROGRAM

FIRST HALE MILSECONP l::IAI.E MILTBANSITIONAL TOTAL

Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives

Wilderness Program
Me11toring Program
Boot Camp Aftercare

$215,761

Eckard Total

$215,761

$53,840
$237,394
$291,234

$215,761
$53,840
$237,394
$506,995

Ervin's All American Youth Club

$69,613

$69,613

Exchange Center

$43,521

$43,521

$140,711
$173,382
$131 ,838
$225,790
$134,881
$806,602

$140,711
$173,382
$131,838
$225,790
$134,881
$806,602

$309,319
$191,765

$309,319
$191,765
$139,289
$170,350
$60,144
$314,117
$57,283
$137,671
$67,132
$1 ,447,070

Family Resources, Inc.

Helpline
YFC-Outclient
YFC-Shelter
YFC-Group Homes
Volumary Actio11 Cemer
Family Resources Total
Family Services Center

Childnet
Family Life Educatio11
FAST
Marriage/Family
Project Rai11bow
Sexual Assault
Time Out Homes
Total Family Strategy
Youthful Sex Offender
Family Svcs. Total

$139,289
$170,350
$60,144
$314,117
$57,283
$137,671
$67,132
$1 ,307,781

Fla GuHcoast Autism Assoc.
Fla Parent Child

$164,407

$164,407

$95,719

$95,719

Friends of Deaf Service Ctr
Girls, Inc.

$139,289

$78,067
$223,501

$78,067
$223,501

GuHcoast Jewish Eam!MH Svcs.

Mmtori11g Program

$82,102

$84,754

$166,856

$83,018

$7,698
$387,380
$474,250
$458,747

$90,716
$387,380
$724,250
$458,747
$188,184
$1 ,849,2n

HAS

Drug Involved Families
Family Partners
Healthy Families
Healthy Fam-N-JWB
Northeast Health Sen·ices
HAS Total

$250,000
$188,184
$521 ,202

$1,328,075
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TOTAL JWB FUNDING BY AGENCY
FISCAL YEAR 1995-96
PROGRAM
Hospice

FIRST HALE M!LSECOND .1::1AL.E MILTRANSITIONAL TOTAL

$68,790

$68,790

$105,882

$105,882

Marriage and Family Counseling
Counseling
$472,585
Family Suppon Stn•ices
$57,158
STARS
$n,232
Total Family Stratl'gy
$122,719
MEC Total
$729,694

$38,135
$38,135

$472,585
$57,158
$n,232
$160,854
$767,829

MORTON PLANT
Healthy Fam.-JWB

$64,082

$64,082

$27,731
$10,764

$330,679
$104,081
$188,604
$267,323
$137,331
$100,132
$1 ,128,150

Juvenile Services Program

Operation PAR
Adolescent Residemial Trt
Alpha II
Beta
COSA
Disney Crew
CAPS
PAR Total

$302,948
$93,317
$188,604
$111 ,375
$114,7n
$88,932
$899,953

PEMHS

$282,692

$282,692

PARC Total

$323,208
$32,007
$355,215

$323,208
$32,007
$355,215

PC License Board

$737,907

PC Urban League
Comp. Family Servias
Project Success
PCUL Total

$83,490
$148,015
$231,505

Pinellas Village

$116,254

PARC
Preschool
Hom~bmmd

Resource Center For Women

$828,101

$90,194

$83,490
$148,015
$231,505
$182,064

$65,810
$32,981

PPIC-Youthbuild
RCS
Emergency Shelter
Spouse Abuse Shelter
RCS Total

$155,948
$22,554
$11,200
$228,197

• $30,000

$62,981

$36,228
$51 ,038
$87,266

$36,228
$51 ,038
$87,266

$122,142

$122,142

• Revised 7/13/95 - To add University of South Florida - Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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TOTALJWB FUNDING BY AGENCY
FISCAL YEAR 1995-96
PROGRAM

FIRST HALE MILSECOND .t:iA1..E MILTRANSITIONAL TOTAL

Sanderlin Center

$203,373

$203,373

$121,293

$121,293

Sgt. Allen Moore
Community Partnership
Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
Child Custody Invest.
Guardian Ad Litem
Juvenile Arbitration
Psychological Svc
Sixth Jud. Total

$64,283
$62,505.
$63,208
$293,501
$483,497

$64,283
$62,505
$63,208
$293,501
$420,992

Suncoast Community Mental Health
Early Intervention
$110,866
Children's Outpatient
$375,035
ELMHO
$76,910
Homeless Outreach
$24,087
Intensive Homebosed
$186,586
Therapeutic Preschool
$73,501
Toto/ Family Strategy
$81 ,101
Wolsinghom
SCCMHTotal
$928,086

$62,505

$60,987
$115,464

$110,866
$375,035
$76,910
$24,087
$186,586
$73,501
$135,578
$60,987
$1 ,043,550

Suncoast Child Protection Team

$95,201

$95,201

United Cerebral Palsy

$89,013

$89,013

United Methodist

$21,785

$21 ,785

$54.4n

USE-OASIS

$123,794

$123,794.

UPARC
Preschool
Homebosed
UPARC Total

$66,523
$87,319
$153,842

$66,523
$87,319
$153,842

YWCA
APPS
Vo. Lazzaro Shelter
YWCA Total

$490,068
$37,728
$527,796

Youth Homes of Fla.

$112,270

$11,969,829

$490,068
$53,736
$544,796
$112,270

$337,783

Neighborhood Ctrs.-TBA
GRAND TOTAL

$17,000
$17,000

$7,687,384,

$337,783
$47,000

$19,704,213.

• Revised 7113/95 - To add University of South Florida- Oasis Program to Continuation Funding.
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